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This study evaluated the impacts of ITS information strategies under incident conditions 
in Interstate 4 (I-4) corridor of Orlando. The analysis was performed using DYNASMART-P 
software package. The ITS information strategies range from pre-trip information, en-route 
information, and variable message signs.   
Simulation covered one hour during the morning peak period. The impacts of ITS 
information strategies on mobility were evaluated by simulating the performance of various ITS 
information components (pre-trip information, en-route information, and variable message signs) 
under incident conditions for the I-4 corridor and comparing the results with the corresponding 
scenarios in the absence of these components.  
The traffic flow relations were calibrated against the flow measurements along freeway to 
determine model parameters. An effort was made to validate estimated traffic volumes against 
measured link counts.  The archived I-4 data at the Center for Advanced Transportation Systems 
Simulation (CATSS) at the University of Central Florida was used for both calibration and 
validation. The analysis indicated that DYNASMART-P was able to adequately reproduce the 
observed morning peak hourly flows over suitably selected locations. 
Ten scenarios were designed to evaluate the benefits of ITS information strategies under 
incident conditions. The results indicated that these ITS traveler information technologies can 
result in great travel time saving. It was found that commuters who use traveler information via 




terms of delay reduction when incidents occur.  It was found that there exists an optimal value 
for the fraction users with information at which the network performs best. This optimal fraction 
may be different for different source of information. Also this may vary with different incidents.  
This study demonstrates how one can realistically simulate the network under various 
scenarios without actually conducting the high cost operational tests. DYNASMART-P can 
produce useful variables such as speeds, travel time, queue lengths, and stop time to better assess 
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Traffic congestion is putting a lot of pressure on the economy of a country. Some recent 
surveys show that traffic congestion costs $72 billions per year to US economy.  This number 
itself reinforces the importance of good transportation networks that have minimal traffic 
congestion and efficient vehicular movement. A good transportation network not only helps in 
reducing traffic congestion but also plays a vital role in the development of a city, state and 
nation. Construction of new roads for solving the problem of traffic congestion is not only 
expensive and damaging to the environment but it also only provides a temporary solution to the 
existing problem. Construction of new roads will attract more traffic, which will nullify the 
projected benefits from its construction, making it a cyclic problem. Moreover, it is not always 
possible to build new roads due to many political, social and geographical constraints. 
 1
The above discussion leads us towards the need for better management of the existing 
roads with the help of emerging technological tools. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) is 
one of the alternative approaches, which can be used to relieve traffic congestion by efficiently 
using the available road capacity. Variable Message Signs (VMS) for incident management, 
Dynamic Route Guidance systems for guiding equipped vehicles to choose fastest path and to 
respond to incidents in real time, pre-trip information for selecting best roads at departure time, 
are some of the examples, which are already in practice to tackle different traffic scenarios. 
 
 
A major benefit of providing accurate information to travelers is faster travel times in the 
network. Improved safety, lower fuel consumption, and better air quality are other potential 
effects stemming directly from reduced congestion. In addition, travelers will be more 
comfortable with their own travel decisions.  
The impacts of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) on network performance can be 
evaluated either in field studies or using traffic simulation tools.  Field studies are generally 
expensive to complete and they do not offer any flexibility in investigating alternative scenarios. 
A more reliable and promising approach will be to use a traffic model to evaluate the system, in 
which the traffic modeler has complete control over the different components of the model. In 
this way pre and post conditions of a new system can be computed more reliably and with 
greater confidence in the results.  
This thesis presents an evaluation of the impacts of ITS traveler information strategies 
using a mesoscopic traffic simulation software--DYNASMART-P.  
 
 
1.2 Interstate-4 Corridor ITS Program 
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Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) apply emerging technologies in such fields as 
information processing, communications, control, and electronics to surface transportation needs. 
ITS encompasses a number of diverse program areas including Advanced Traffic Management 
Systems (ATMS), Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS), Commercial Vehicle 
 
 
Operations (CVO), Advanced Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS), and Advanced Public 
Transportation Systems (APTS). 
The Interstate-4 (I-4) corridor is a major transportation lifeline in the Metropolitan  
Orlando area.  The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) has Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS) technologies deployed on Interstate-4. These include CCTV, variable message 
signs, 511 traveler information system, and pre-trip internet-based information.  
 
 
1.2.1 I-4 Traffic Info Web Site 
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A Real-Time and Predictive Regional Traveler Information System on I-4 (Al-Deek, 
2002) helps commuters make informed travel choices. The Florida Department of Transportation 
and the Center for Advanced Transportation Systems Simulation (CATSS) at the University of 
Central Florida have launched a traffic information web site.  Double-loop inductive detectors 
were installed on the I-4 through lanes.  Using data collected on traffic speeds, occupancy, and 
volumes on I-4, CATSS is able to provide real-time information on traffic conditions and 
predictive traffic information for the public.  An added benefit is that people who travel on I-4 
can access this information over the Internet to obtain point-to-point travel time information for a 
50-mile section of I-4 from St. Jones Bridge to Disney World. The user can choose his/her origin 
and destination ramps on I-4 and receives real time, predictive, or historical travel time between 
the two selected ramps or points on the mainline (Ishak and Al-Deek, 2002). 
 
 
The I-4 traveler information system is a historical database (1993-present).  It includes 
archived traffic speeds, occupancy, volumes, and incident data.  It is the largest available I-4 
traffic and incident database and provides travel time calculations between any two points on a 
50-mile segment (in the Orlando Metropolitan Area) of I-4 for any chosen date and time.  By 
having real time and predictive traffic information on I-4, a traveler can make better decisions on 
route selection, departure time, and mode selection.  
 
 
1.2.2 Travel Info 511 System 
 
The Florida Department of Transportation launched an Interstate 4 traveler information 
system that enables cellular telephone users to dial 511 for traffic information on the Central 
Florida highway. The Regional Traffic Management Center regularly provides the latest travel 
conditions on I-4 to callers who dial 511. Voice activated messages are updated every 20 minutes 
or immediately after incidents that affect traffic flow. 
Access to information can help commuters and travelers make informed decisions prior 
to making a trip.  For example, a driver who learns that a crash has caused a traffic jam along 
their normal route may take a detour or change the time of departure.   
Callers can reach the service through voice activation so drivers may keep their hands on 




attractions,” and a recorded message is relayed.  In this way, the caller can receive en-route 
information. The 511 call helps to direct traffic away from the incident.   
 
 
1.2.3 Variable Message Signs 
 
Variable message signs were provided throughout the corridor to alert motorists already 
on the highway of conditions ahead.  VMS displays can address a considerably wide range of 
traffic management functions.  Speed advisory is mainly used for mainline control of freeway 
systems.  Route advisory may provide an alternative path for vehicles in order to avoid a 
congested section; route warning provides instructions for drivers enabling them to divert in 





The Florida Department of Transportation is in the process of deploying state-of-the-art 
ITS installation in the Orlando area. Existing traffic information website, 511 traffic information, 




providing very effective travel guidance to network users. System benefits depend on the 
strategy for dissemination of information. In addition, they also depend on the market 
penetration of ATIS technologies (Al-Deek, 1998). The goals of this thesis were to calculate the 
range of impacts from ITS information strategies on I-4 corridor. Specific issues addressed by 
this thesis related to ITS impacts are listed below. 
1. Selecting the appropriate simulation model, 
2. Calibrating and validating the simulation model so that it can represent traffic 
conditions in the I-4 corridor, 
3. Quantifying the range of benefits from selected ITS information strategies on total 
travel time and average travel time. The selected ITS information strategies are: 
(1) Pre-trip information, (2) En-route information, (3) Variable Message Sign, and 
(4) A combination of Pre-trip information, En-route information and Variable 
Message Sign. 




2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
2.1 Benefits of Traveler Information 
 
Many papers have been written regarding the benefits of traveler information over the 
past few years. Results from these studies vary because of differences in the type of network, 
demand levels, and assumptions made regarding the information system. In situations of 
recurrent congestion, the system-wide benefits of 5% or less are possible when using ATIS 
(Mahmassani 1991). ATIS reassures travelers of their projected travel times, but does not 
actually affect travel times significantly. Many of the studies done therefore have focused on the 
application of ATIS under situations of non-recurrent congestion, or incident conditions. A 
simulation of the Santa Monica freeway corridor in California (Al-Deek and May,1989) found 
that a 25% system wide travel time benefit is possible when incidents are present. Al-Deek and 
Kanafani (1993), modeled the benefits of information in traffic corridors and based on a 
simulation study reported that travel time savings are significant and can be in the order of 30 
percent in a simple network with two routes. 
Emmerick, Axhausen, Nijkamp, and Rietveld (1995) conducted a simulation-based study 
using one O-D pair, 25 possible routes, and nine decision points. Under incident conditions on a 
particular link, the highest possible system-wide travel time benefit was about 25%. This 




60%. At a lower market penetration rate such as 20%, informed drivers can benefit by more than 
25% but the benefits to uninformed drivers are less than 10%. While a low market penetration 
rate in this study makes the information system more beneficial for its users, a high market 
penetration rate may be better for all travelers in the system as a whole. 
Al-Deek et al. (1998) uses a composite traffic assignment model which combines a 
probabilistic traveler behavior model of route diversion and a queuing model to evaluate ATIS 
impacts under incident conditions. Abdel-Aty (1998) provided a methodological approach for 
modeling drivers’ routing decisions in case they encounter incident related problems. The 
approach presented in this research was to estimate the likelihood of remaining on the same route 
in case of unusual congestion. It was found that ATIS is likely to have a great impact on 
distributing traffic efficiently in case of an incident. Abdel-Aty (2001) conducted a computer-
aided telephone interview in two metropolitan in northern California. The survey included an 




2.2 Traveler Response to Information 
 
An important consideration of ATIS is how travelers perceive and respond to the 




survey of 3,893 motorists in the Seattle, WA area. They found that travelers who made pre-trip 
route choice adjustments occasionally were more common than those who occasionally made 
departure time adjustments (50% to 44%). For departure time switching, commuters had more 
flexibility leaving work than when leaving home. Males and those with higher incomes were 
generally less likely to switch departure time or mode. Females were more likely to make pre-
trip travel changes but less likely to make en-route changes. 91% of travelers in the Barfield et 
al. study found information from commercial radio to be somewhat or very helpful. 36% found 
variable message signs to be helpful, and 18% found TV information to be helpful. 55% prefer to 
receive traffic information pre-trip, while 44% prefer to receive traffic information en-route. 
Most travelers (90%) had access to a radio in their homes and cars, and 45% had access to a 
radio in their offices. 92% stated they would use a radio station dedicated to traffic information, 
while 34% stated they would use a phone hotline. 
Polydoropoulou (1993) analyzed survey data for 898 commuters to the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology who made a total of 3,218 commute trips in a five-day period. She 
determined that 37% of the respondents often listened to radio traffic reports. Women, those who 
travel longer distances, and those with less arrival time flexibility were more likely to listen. 25% 
of the total respondents considered traffic reports to be reliable. 36% of respondents trust their 
own judgments more than traffic reports, while 22% trust traffic reports more. Those who 
considered traffic reports to be reliable were generally more likely to listen to and respond to the 
information. 81% of the respondents are very familiar with two or more alternative routes. Over 




did so because of radio reports while 62% switched because of their own visual observation. For 
41% of the trips involving a switch, the respondents were confident in their decision on the basis 
of saving travel time. 38%, however, were not confident. These results illustrate that a reliable 
information system is likely to have considerably more impact, effectiveness, and positive 
perception than a system that is not reliable. Many travelers are restricted in terms of their 
departure time choice based on time restrictions in their activities.  
Abdel-Aty, Vaughn, Kitamura, Jovanis and Mannering (1994) consider a 1992 telephone 
survey of LA commuters, which contains information about whether the commuter follows the 
same route each morning or uses multiple routes, whether the traveler receives pre-trip or en-
route information, and the frequency of route changes. The authors observe that women tend to 
listen to pre-trip information more, while more men receive en-route information. Freeway users 
who perceive heavy congestion on their route are also more likely to receive pre-trip 
information. Only 15 percent of the commuters use more than one route to work; these people 
tend to have higher incomes than the remainder of survey participants. Pre-trip and en-route 
information use have a positive influence on the number of route changes. Those who make 
longer trips and use pre-trip information are likely to make more route changes. Among en-route 
information users, car-poolers, those who perceive heavy traffic, and those who perceive the 
information to be accurate are likely to make the greatest number of route changes. 
Abdel-Aty et al. (1995) have explored sample-selectivity in behavioral response. 
Specifically, authors estimated bivariate probit models to examine the impacts of pre-trip and en 




the distance to work was longer and travel time uncertainty was high. Automobile commuters 
were more likely to change their routes if they were higher income, educated and received 
electronic pre-trip travel information. Studies indicate that higher frequency of pre-trip route 
changes is associated with higher perceived accuracy of traffic reports and longer driving time.  
Abdel-Aty, Kitamura and Jovanis (1996) provide an example of a study of ATIS for pre –
trip decision-making. They describe an idealized system that provides transit travel time 
information to homes by TV, radio or computer network. The authors use an SP approach to 
examine the effect of travel information on mode choice by asking respondents how likely they 
would be to use transit at least one day a week if the ATIS reported various travel times. 
Responses were recorded on a 10-point likert scale. The authors estimated an ordered probit 
mode choice model of transit use conditional on information received. To examine the impact of 
information would seem to require comparison of coefficients of a route choice model given 
conventional information, but the authors do not appear to undertake this analysis. 
Abdel-Aty, Kitamura, and Jovanis (1997) conducted a stated preference survey of 
morning commuters in the Los Angeles area in California. The survey contained questions with a 
fictitious route choice set and travel times. They found that females and the elderly were less 
likely to switch to a route that they are personally unfamiliar with. Travelers based their route 
decisions more heavily on travel time variability than on mean travel time alone. However, an 
actual application of ATIS would likely have difficulties stating its predicted route travel times in 




interval. While findings from the studies differ, one overall point is the importance of behavioral 
considerations with respect to travel choice.  
Wardman, Bonsall, and Shires (1997) found that variable message signs vary widely in 
terms of effectiveness. Providing the magnitude and cause of the traffic delay was found to be 
helpful for travelers. Compliance to VMS was significantly lower if no cause was provided. 
Lotan (1997) conducted a hypothetical case study for the MIT area, and found that travelers who 
were unfamiliar with a particular area were more likely to depend on information for route 
choices. Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire (1998) state that the value of time, access to traffic 
information, and trip purpose could be significant influences in route choice and departure time 
behavior.  Mahmassani and Liu (1999) collected diary data from forty-five workers. They found 
that for the morning commute, 13.7 minutes before the scheduled work starting time was the 
average preferred arrival time for the travelers. Travelers were significantly more likely to switch 
routes, as opposed to switch departure time, in response to improved traveler information. 
 
 
2.3 Evaluation Methods 
 
The two primary methods used in evaluation of ITS benefits are field tests and computer 
simulation. Field tests have been an important element in evaluating ITS benefits. In the last few 




Evaluation of TravInfo Field Operational Test (Yim and Youngbin, 2000): This Field 
Operational Test was conducted to evaluate the San Francisco TravInfo regional traveler 
information system over a two year period from September 1996 to September 1998. The 
evaluation was performed by the University of California at Berkeley and funded by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) and the California Department of Transportation. The project 
objective was to evaluate the performance of Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS) in 
four major areas: 1) Collaboration between public and private parties during ATIS development; 
2) Improvements in ATIS available to the public; 3) Stimulation and creation of ATIS in 
commercial markets; and 4) Enhancement of the San Francisco Bay area transportation system. 
Based on the survey results only 9 percent of households were aware of TravInfo, and less than 
one percent of the Bay area commuters who used traveler information used TravInfo. The survey 
results indicated that 25 percent of travelers changed their travel behavior after receiving relevant 
information from radio or television broadcasts, 45 percent changed their travel behavior after 
receiving information from Travel Advisory Telephone System, and 81 percent changed their 
travel behavior after receiving specific route information from the internet service. 
Pathfinder (Wendtland, 1993): This was a joint venture of FHWA Caltrans, and General 
Motors and represents the first operational test in the U.S. of an in-vehicle navigation system to 
improve traffic flow. It formed part of the $32 million SMART corridor Demonstration Program 
in Los Angeles. Twenty-five cars equipped with in-vehicle information systems received real-
time information on incidents, highway construction, and traffic congestion, and alternate routes 




time traffic information. The information was conveyed to the driver as an electronic map on an 
in-vehicle display screen or through digital voice. Because of the small-scale nature of the test, 
the program was more concerned with human factor issues. 
TravTek (Inman, 1996): This is an $8 million public/private partnership involving the 
city of Orlando, Florida, the Florida DOT, FHWA, American Automobile Association (AAA), 
and General Motors, in which 100 automobiles rented through AAA/AVIS were equipped with 
an in-vehicle TravTek device to provide drivers with traffic congestion information and tourist 
information. A traffic management center in downtown Orlando collected real-time traffic 
information for a 750 square mile by using cars themselves as probes, in-road sensors and 
surveillance cameras on I-4, traffic signal monitors and radio broadcasts. The one-year 
demonstration project was completed in March 1993. 
Guidestar (Hill, 1994): Guidestar is a $119 million, five-year ITS program involving the 
Minnesota DOT, University of Minnesota, and FHWA to bring together a number of on-going 
operational ATIS/ATMS efforts with a wide range of ITS technologies aimed at reducing 
congestion and enhancing safety throughout the state. The bulk of the effort has been directed to 
advanced traffic management for freeways and arterials. The system covered the entire 
Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area and was intended to be linked to the central traffic 
management center through a new fiber-optic network. The program emphasized the gathering 
and distribution of traffic information for use by travelers and controllers, and included the 




FAST-TRAC (Rebecca, 2000): This project in Oakland County, Michigan aimed at 
integrating ATMS and ATIS systems to direct equipped vehicles away from congested areas and 
enhance mobility and safety in these areas. FAST-TRAC (Forum for Advanced Safe Travel 
through traffic Routing and Advanced Control) used video image processing to gauge traffic 
conditions, and adjust signals in response to the congestion situation. It is a joint public/private 
sector venture involving Michigan DOT, Siemens Automotive, General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, 
Oakland County, and the city of Troy. The project has had long-term goal of equipping 1000 
intersections with automated traffic control systems, and it anticipated 200 Ali-Scout beacons 
communicating with up to 5000 equipped vehicles, for "total ATIS-ATMS integration”.  
Although operational tests are necessary, they are expensive. Furthermore, the system has 
to be fully operational in order to conduct such tests. On the other hand, computer simulation 
models allow for testing alternative system designs under a controlled environment, before 
conducting operational tests and refining original designs, thus resulting in more effective 
implementation. 
Simulation based evaluations have been extensively used in studying the performance of 
traffic control and route guidance strategies. For example, on evaluating design of ramp metering 
for freeway traffic control, Payne (1973) developed a ramp-metering regulator and evaluated its 
performance using a macroscopic traffic flow model. The objective of the control was to 
minimize the deviation of traffic conditions from some nominal conditions. Feedback optimal 
control was obtained by solving a linear quadratic cost problem. A simulation study was 




Simulation-based studies have also been conducted for other traffic management 
strategies such as urban traffic signal controls (Yauch et al., 1988), route diversion (Barcelo and 
Ferrer, 1995), variable speed limit signs (Smulders, 1990), and mainline metering (Haboian, 
1995). Common characteristics of these studies are a focus on a single element of the traffic 
management system and the use of small networks of a particular type (i.e. freeway, arterial, or 
urban streets). 
Only a few simulation studies evaluated integrated traffic management systems. 
For example, Reiss and Gartner (1991) conducted simulation studies to assess the performance 
of IMIS (an earlier version of INFORM). Nine scenarios were studied by varying the traffic 
demands and the locations and severity of incidents.  
 
 
2.4 Traffic Simulation-Assignment Models 
 
The primary function of traffic simulation models is to support the analysis and design of 
control strategies for the efficient operation of traffic systems. In addition to the ability to 
represent the control strategy itself, the simulation model needs to be able to describe the 
behavior of traffic in response to the control.  
Traffic simulation models can be classified as either microscopic, macroscopic or 
mesoscopic. Microscopic models are models that continuously or discretely predict the state of 




Macroscopic models aggregate the description of traffic flow. Macroscopic measures of 
effectiveness are speed, flow and density. Mesoscopic models are models that have aspects of 
both macro and microscopic models. In addition, simulation models are classified by 
functionality i.e. signal, freeway, or integrated.  
Extensive development of traffic simulation models over the past 20 years has produced 
several effective programs (PARAMICS, VISSIM and CORSIM) to study conventional traffic 
networks. Such simulators do not support the functional requirements of ATIS/ATMS. The three 
main deficiencies of these models are  
1. lack of path processing capability,  
2. the lack of explicit representation of driver decisions,  and  
3. a large amount of computational time for simulating a large transportation network. 
With the advent of ITS technologies, researchers began to develop simulators that could 
potentially support the requirements of ATIS/ATMS. Some of the commonly known simulators 
that support ITS technologies are CONTRAM, INTEGRATION DYNAMIT and 
DYNASMART. 
CONTRAM  is a model developed in United Kingdom. CONTRAM takes groups of 
vehicles (in ‘packets’) and routes them through the network along time-dependent minimum 
travel time paths. It can model traffic signals, roundabouts, give-way junctions and bottlenecks, 
and includes ‘horizontal’ queuing so that queues at one junction can block-back along a road and 
restrict the capacity of upstream junctions. Several classes of vehicles can be included (cars, 




INTEGRATION model was conceived during the mid 1980’s as an integrated simulation 
and traffic assignment model. INTEGRATION is a fully microscopic simulation model. It 
combines various microscopic details of car following, lane changing and gap acceptance 
behavior with such macroscopic features as traffic assignment, coordination delay and speed-
flow relationships. In simulation, a vehicle starts off on the best path between its O-D and after 
reaching a node it checks for the best path from that node to its destination and chooses that path. 
The process is repeated until it reaches its destination.  
The above two models assign users to the best available path between their origin and 
destination. These models have a limited behavioral basis, and little or no ability to incorporate 
realistic behavioral rules for the response of the drivers to information/guidance. This is 
inadequate in the ITS context where a realistic representation of user behavior is required in 
order to assign a user on a particular route.  
DYNAMIT, developed at MIT’s Intelligent Transportation Systems Program, is the state-
of-the-art traffic estimation and prediction software system, which is designed to reside in a 
Traffic Management Center (TMC) for various real-time and planning applications, and to 
support ATIS and ATMS strategies. DYNAMIT incorporates unbiasedness and consistency to 
achieve reliable prediction and credible guidance. Unbiasedness ensures that the information 
provided to travelers is based on the best available knowledge of current and anticipated network 
conditions. Consistency guarantees that DYNAMIT’s prediction of expected network conditions 




level of detail and computational practicability, without compromising the integrity of its output. 
Its important features and functionality include: 
1. Demand simulation using a micro-simulator, which generates individual travelers 
and simulates their choices regarding whether to travel or not, departure time, 
mode, and route (pre-trip and en-route) in response to information provided by the 
ATIS. 
2. Supply simulation using a mesoscopic traffic simulator that explicitly models the 
traffic dynamics of development and dissipation of queues, spillbacks, and 
congestion in general. 
3. Individually simulates each trip, to generate detailed vehicle trajectories, which is 
very useful to various ATIS requirements. 
4. Uses a rolling horizon to achieve efficient and accurate real-time estimations and 
predictions. It employs this predicted information to generate descriptive and 
prescriptive information that avoids overreaction to any incident. 
5. DYNAMIT-P, planning version, is designed to assist the evaluations of 
infrastructural, operational, or informational changes to local and regional 
transportation networks, by efficiently modeling day-today and within-day 
patterns of traffic flows, travel demand and network conditions. 
DYNASMART, developed at University of Texas at Austin and University of Maryland, 
is an assignment-simulation based framework that combines advance network algorithms and 




detectors, roadside sensors, and vehicle probes. Consistency checking and updating is an 
important function incorporated in DYNASMART to ensure consistency of the simulation-
assignment model results with actual observations, and to update the estimated state of the 
system accordingly. Key Features of DYNASMART include: 
1. A simulation-based dynamic traffic assignment system with micro-simulation of 
individual user decisions in response to information and a mesoscopic traffic flow 
simulation approach. 
2. Recognizes multiple user classes in terms of (1) operational performance (e.g., 
trucks, buses, and passenger cars), (2) information availability and type, and (3) 
user behavior rule and response to information. 
3. DYNASMART-P, planning version, can model several features, like ability to 
load individual trips and trip chains with several intervening stops of associated 








The ITS deployment in the Orlando metro area is intended to improve system efficiency 
primarily through real-time freeway route diversion. The four essential conditions for real-time 
freeway diversion include the need for route diversion, the existence of alternate routes, the 
capabilities for corridor monitoring, and the ability to inform motorists of road conditions and 
alternative routes. In order for these conditions to occur, there must be some freeway congestion, 
alternate routes that are less congested, and real-time traffic monitoring and information 
distribution systems. The I4 corridor meets these conditions.  
The review of traffic simulation-assignment models in chapter 2 identified DYNAMIT-P 
and DYNASMART-P with the ability to quantify the benefits of ITS technologies. Currently, 
only the DYNASMART-P is available, and the evaluation in this thesis will be carried out using 
the DYNASMART-P.  
 
 
3.1 Overview of DYNASMART-P 
 
DYNASMART-P uses established macroscopic traffic flow models and relationships to 
model the flow of vehicles through a network.  Whereas macroscopic simulation models do not 




thereby keeping a record of the locations and itineraries of the individual particles.  This level of 
representation has also been referred to as “mesoscopic.”  The traffic simulation consists of two 




Figure 1: DYNASMART-P model structure 
 
Link Movement: The link movement is a process for moving vehicles on links during 
each scanning time interval in the simulation (time step). Note that the network links are 
subdivided into smaller sections or segments for traffic simulation purposes.  
Node Transfer: The node transfer module performs the link-to-link or section-to-section 




DYNASMART-P offers the following advantage and unique capacities: 
1. The representation of all link types is standardized and detailed.  
2. The assignment procedure considers the effects of dynamic traffic demands 
and controls. It represents traffic conditions at varying congestion levels from 
under-saturated to over-saturated, considering the build up and dissipation of 
queues in the network. 
3. The model integrates flow modeling and assignment procedures. This feature 
allows assignment impacts to be properly reflected in the flow model, while 
correctly reflecting flow characteristics in the assignment procedures. 
4. The signal control capabilities considered include any feasible phasing 
pattern, cycle length, splits, and offsets for pre-timed and vehicle-actuated 
signals. The model also represents stop- and yield-controlled intersections, as 
well as freeway ramp metering. In all these cases, over-saturation, queue 
build-up and dissipation, and queue spill back are considered. 
5. The model can account for different vehicle types (e.g., ATIS-equipped and 
non-equipped) and different levels of penetration of in-vehicle route-guidance 
systems. 
6. It is able to simulate non-equipped vehicles with pre-specified paths (selected 
by the model or exogenously determined based on historical patterns). 
7. It is able to apply and maintain the FIFO (first-in, first-out) property in serving 




8. It is able to represent different demand patterns and demand intensities 
corresponding to different degrees of congestion, including extreme 
oversaturated conditions associated with major incidents. 
Figure 2 presents a DYNASMART-P evaluation framework. The GIS Database is an 
















Ten scenarios will be simulated and the performance of the traffic network will be 
analyzed under each scenario.  The main performance measure is the average travel time. These 
scenarios focus mainly on incident management and the use of ITS information strategies to 
alleviate congestion.  Through simulation of an ITS corridor, the benefits from the ITS 
information strategies can be estimated for Ten scenarios. This was accomplished by comparing 
the performance of a base case scenario with that of other scenarios. Comparison of output 
parameters from these sets provides the estimate of ITS information strategies’ impact. This 
estimate cannot be obtained by field test because removal of ITS system to measure the 
reduction in benefits is not practical. The use of a simulation model also provided an opportunity 




3.2 Network Configuration 
 
Network geometry data defines the connectivity and right of way for vehicle progression. 
It includes node coordinate (x, y) values, link lengths, number of lanes per segment, service flow 
rate per segment, and directionality restrictions. These data are obtained through the following 
sources: 




2.  http://www.expresswayauthority.com  
3. http://www11.myflorida.com/planning/statistics/gis/default.htm 
 The Transportation Systems Planning Office of the Florida Department of Transportation 
(FDOT) provides an online GIS Database. The GIS Database contains basic node layer and basic 
arc layer, number of lanes layer, and max-speed layer. In the GIS Database, the road system 
designation is based on an identifier called a Roadway ID of The Roadway Characteristics 
Inventory (RCI) system at the Florida Department of Transportation. RCT is a computerized 
database of physical and administrative data related to the roadway networks. The Roadway ID 
is an 8 digit number containing the following components: 
1. Positions 1 and 2 - The Department’s county designation number 
2. Positions 3 to 5 - The roadway section number 
3. Positions 6 to 8 - The roadway sub-section number 
The Roadway Section and Sub-Section Numbers are an important component of the overall 
Roadway ID. Section Numbers occupy digits 3 to 5 of the Roadway ID. The Sub-Section 
Number is contained in digits 6 to 8. In years past, the Department had two separate roadway 
systems identified as Primary and Secondary. These systems were identified through digits 3 to 5 
of the Roadway ID. The Primary System was identified by a series of section numbers ranging 
from 000 to 499. The Secondary System Section Numbers ranged from 500 to 999. When the 
Turnpike road system was created, its roads were assigned Section Numbers in the 470 range 




numbering system are as follows (Note: These examples are shown below with spaces for easy 
reading. In use, they do not have spaces.): 
Primary: 
72 010 000 (Duval County, Primary, Sequence 000) 
Secondary: 
88 501 000 (Indian River County, Secondary, Sequence 000) 
The I-4 corridor network is selected from this GIS Database by using ArcView 8.2, and 
then is exported to DYNASMART-P. The network consists of I-4 and Toll Roads. It is a central 
artery network of Orlando.   The I-4 section starts at exit 62 (Walt Disney World Theme Park) 
and ends at exit 98 (Lake Mary Area). The activity centers include the Disney attraction area, the 
International Drive Resort Area (IDRA), the Orlando Central Business District (CBD), and the 
University Of Central Florida (UCF). Table 1 shows the selected GIS layers and Table 2 shows 
the selected roadways of the network. Figure 3 presents the network in ArcGIS and Figure 4 




Table 1: Selected GIS layers 
 
GIS DATA LAYERS 
LAYER DESCRIPTION FILE NAME 
Basemap Arcs (shape file) Arcs from the basemap (line) 
basemap_arcs.
shp 
Basemap Nodes (shape 
file) Node from the basemap (point) 
basemap_nod
es.shp 
Interchange Interchange along Interstate and turnpikes (point) 
Interchange.sh
p 
Interstates Roads designated as interstate highways in RCI (l Interstates.shp
Maximun Speed Limits Maxium speed limits in RCI (line) maxspeed.shp
Number of Lanes Roads with a field indicating the number of lanes  
number_of_la
nes.shp 
Toll Roads Roads designated as toll roads in RCI (line) toll_roads.shp
AADT Average Annual Daily Traffic (line) aadt.shp 
 
 
Table 2: Roadway ID of network 








92130000* 92472000 75002000 75008170 75470000 
92130800 92472800 75002800 75008970 75470800 
75280000 75472000 75471000 75008000  
75280800 75472800 75471800 75008800  
77160000 75301000  75008160  
77160800 75301800  75008960  
 75300000    
 75300800    
 77470000    
 77470800    

























The node table in the GIS Database holds information about the node number and the xy 
coordinates for each node. It is shown in Figure 5. The measurement units are metrics. The 
following is a description of the attributes of the node table: 
FID  --  An object ID for each record. 
BASEMAP_  --  An unique number for each node. 
X_COORD  --  The node x-axis coordinate. 








 The arc table holds information about the link number, link type, link’s length, upstream 
node and downstream node. It is shown in Figure 6. The measurement units are metrics. The 
following is a description of the attributes of the arc table: 
FID  --  An object ID for each record. 
FNODE_  --  The upstream node of link (starting node). 
TNODE_  --  The downstream node of link (ending node). 
LENGTH  --  The length of the link in meters. 
BASEMAP_  --  The node number. 
ROADWA  --  RCI roadway number. 
















The number of lanes table holds information about lane count.  It is shown in Figure 7. 
The following is a description of the attributes of number of lanes table: 
FID -- An object ID for each record. 
ROADWA -- RCI roadway number. 










The speed limit table holds information about speed (mph) limit. It is shown in Figure 8. 
The following is a description of the attributes of speed limit table: 
FID-An object ID for each record. 
ROADWA-RCI roadway number. 
SPEED-Maximum posted speed limit. 
 
 
Figure 8: Speed Limit table 
 
The above tables are converted to DYNASMART-P input files xy.dat, linkxy.dat and 




of network nodes. In this file, users need to specify the xy coordinates for each node. A detailed 
description of this file and its format are provided in Table 3 and Figure 9, respectively. 
 
Table 3: Description of the xy.dat input file 
 
Record Type Field Format Field Width Description 
1 Integer Free Node numbers 
2 Float Free Node X-axis coordinate 
Node data 
3 Float Free Node Y-axis coordinate 
 
 
1 538.23  24.45 
2 512.78  31.92 
3 570.00  27.76 
 
Figure 9: Sample xy.dat input file 
 
Figure 5 shows that node number 1 (field 1) has an x-value of 538.23 (field 2) and a y-value of  
24.45 (field 3). Similarly, node number 3 (field 1) has an x-value of 570.00(field 2) and y-value 
of 27.76 (field 3). 
The linkxy.dat input file provide the horizontal alignment of the links by specifying the 




specify as many feature points (Note: Feature points are used to show the curve of links) as 
needed, starting from the upstream node to the downstream node. A detailed description of this 
file and its format are provided in table 4 and Figure 10, respectively. 
 









1 Integer Free Link starting node 
 2 Integer Free Link ending node 
 3 Integer  Free Number of feature point 
 4 Integer Free Coordinate on the x-axis of the 1st feature point 
 5 Integer Free Coordinate on the y-axis of the 1st feature point 
 6 Integer Free Coordinate on the x-axis of the 2nd feature point 
 7 Integer Free Coordinate on the y-axis of the 2nd feature point 








2230 3716  4 452.24, 185.59, 452.30, 185.57, 451.44, 189.06, 450.38, 190.53 
2320 3728  4 449.06, 192.14, 449.03, 192.14, 450.16, 190.57, 450.27, 190.55 
2321 2236  2 677.21, 195.54, 668.08, 195.59 
 
Figure 10: Sample linkxy.dat input file 
 
 
The first record in Figure 6 represents a link with upstream node 2230 (field 1) and a 
downstream node 3716 (field 2). This link has 4 feature points ( field 3). The x-y coordinates of 
which are given by (452.24, 185.59) ( fields 4 & 5), (452.30, 185.67) (fields 6 & 7), (451.44, 
189.06) ( fields 8 & 9), and (450.38, 190.53) ( fields 10 & 11). 
The network.dat input file provides information regarding the network configuration. A 
detailed description of this file and its format are provided in table 5 and Figure 11, respectively. 
 
Table 5: Description of the network.dat input file 
 
Record Type Filed Format Width Description 
1 Integer 7 Number of zones in the network 
2 Integer 7 Number of nodes in the network 
Basic data 
3 Integer 7 Number of links in the network 
1 Integer 7 Upstream node of link 
2 Integer 7 Downstream node of link 
3 Integer 7 Length of link 
4 Integer 2 Number of lanes 
5 Integer 4 Post speed limit 
Link data 
6 Integer 2 Link type. 
1: Freeway 
3: On ramp 





146  1671  2068 
1998  6000  809  3 55  1 
2061  2195  13944  3 55 1 
……………………….. 
 
Figure 11: Sample network.dat input file 
 
 
Figure 11 shows that the network.dat input file has two distinct blocks: header 
information (first record only) and link data. The first record indicates that there are 146 zones in 
the net work (field 1) consisting of 1671 nodes (field 2), and 2068 links (field 3) (refer to 
appendix a).The second block deals with link characteristics. The first record in that block 
reveals that link 1 start at upstream node 1998 (field 1) and ends at downstream nodes 6000 
(field 2), is 809 feet long (field 3), has 3 lanes (field 4), the posted speed limit is 55 mph (field 
5), and is of type 1 (freeway) (field 6). 
 
 
3.3 Creating the Demand File 
 
The OD demand matrix file provided by Metroplan Orlando contains information about 
the 24-hour auto trips. This matrix is symmetrical and does not reflect AM/PM-peak hour traffic 
patterns. In this study, the focus is placed on the freeway network during the morning (AM) peak 




The OD demand matrix file contains information about the 24-hour home-based work 
(HBW), home-based non-work (HBNW), non-home-based work (NHBW), truck, and external 
trips. The dynamic peak hour OD demand matrix is obtained as follows: 
1. Obtain the 24-hour static OD matrix 
2. Apply a peak hour factor derived from Florida Traffic Information 2002 
3. Apply a traffic loading distribution, obtained from link volume measurements. 
4. Create the basic loading interval OD demand matrix. 
 
 
3.3.1 Traffic Peak Hour Analysis 
 
For peak hour analysis, the archived data at UCF data warehouse on a typical day 





Table 6: Peak hour analysis 
 
Station Direction Peak Hour 
11 EB 7:35 8:35 
17 EB 7:15 8:15 
22 EB 7:10 8:10 
27 EB 7:00 8:00 
29 EB 7:00 8:00 
31 EB 7:05 8:05 
34 EB 7:30 8:30 
35 EB 7:10 8:10 
38 EB 7:55 8:55 
40 EB 7:35 8:35 
43 EB 7:10 8:10 
44 EB 7:15 8:15 
45 EB 7:25 8:25 
48 EB 7:35 8:35 
50 EB 7:50 8:50 
11 WB 7:30 8:30 
17 WB 7:20 8:20 
22 WB 7:30 8:30 
27 WB 7:15 8:15 
29 WB 7:05 8:05 
31 WB 7:05 8:05 
34 WB 8:00 9:00 
35 WB 7:00 8:00 
38 WB 7:00 8:00 
40 WB 7:00 8:00 
43 WB 7:30 8:30 
44 WB 7:05 8:05 
45 WB 7:25 8:25 
48 WB 7:15 8:15 
50 WB 7:55 8:55 





The traffic counts were aggregated into five minute intervals (Chandra and Al-Deek, 
2004). The section heavily traveled was selected for this purpose. It ranges from station 11 (SR 
535) to station 50 (SR 423). To find the AM peak hour for each station, the volumes were 
calculated in 5-minute increase from 6:00AM to 10:00AM (6:00-7:00, 6:05-7:05, 6:10-7:10…). 
The maximum volume was selected as AM peak hour volume. On average, the AM peak-hour 
period starts from about 7:20AM to about 8:20AM. 
 
 
3.3.2 Loading Pattern 
 
 43
DYNASMART-P has two methods to load vehicles on the network: (a) Using a time-
dependent O-D demand matrix notation, to specify time-dependent O-D matrix for Traffic 
Analysis Zone (TAZ). (b) Using predefined vehicle-path data, which is ideal to model trip 
chaining, to specify the characteristics of all vehicles and their corresponding paths. In this study, 
the O-D matrix method will be used to load vehicles on the network.  The vehicles are generated 
over a 90-minute period, which includes a 30-minute start up generation time in order for the 
network to be loaded with a reasonable number of vehicles.  The samples of peak hour flow 
distribution selected from archived data at UCF data warehouse are presented in Figure 12 and 
Figure 13. The average percentage of hourly volume was calculated in 5- minute intervals. A 
triangular temporal loading profile, depicted in Figure 14, was then applied to reflect the traffic 
dynamics (Mahmassani, 2002). 
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Figure 14: Loading profile 
 
 
3.4 Experimental Factors 
 
Incident Modeling: Incidents are modeled in DYNASMART-P to reflect accidents, lane 
closures, or other capacity-reducing occurrences.  Basically, incidents are modeled completely 
based on external data and can be specified to occur at any time during the simulation on any 
link or segment.  All incidents cause the reduction of lane capacity.  If a whole link or segment is 
closed, all vehicles (equipped as well as non-equipped) otherwise using the link are diverted to 
other paths.  Some features of incident modeling in DYNASMART-P include the following: 




2. All calculations are based on user-specified input information about the incident 
specifics (location, start time, end time, severity). 
3. Complex incidents can be modeled as a series of consecutive incidents. 
4. Non-equipped vehicles will be diverted for a street closure only when they reach the 
upstream node of the blocked link. 
Pre-trip Information:  This information provision mechanism is used prior to the start of 
the trip and provides the current I-4 traffic conditions to users who access traffic information 
website and other information sources. 
En-route Information:  This capacity exists for users who equip their vehicles with an in-
vehicle navigation system or access the information through cellular phone. Drivers can change 
their routes during the trip.  
Variable Message Signs:  VMS, the most visible method of providing real-time traffic 
advisory and route guidance information, is a part of traffic management process.  VMS can be 
permanently installed at key locations.  They can also be temporarily located (portable VMS) in 
the vicinity of incidents to manage traffic efficiently for the duration of the incidents.  Placed at 
strategic locations, these signs can warn motorists of congestion that lie ahead due to an incident, 






4. CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION OF THE TRAFFIC MODEL 
 
 
Calibration and validation are fundamental components for the successful deployment of 
DYNASMART-P model. DYNASMART-P calibration process aims to establish the consistency 
of the traffic simulation model against the traffic conditions in the I-4 corridor. The purpose of 
calibration is to determine the parameter values of the model. Because there are no control 
devices and arterials in the network, the calibration is focused on the freeway traffic flow model. 
Once the model has been calibrated, it must be validated. Two data sets are needed, one for 
calibration, and the other for validation. 
 
 
4.1 Calibration of Traffic Flow Model 
 
The three fundamental flow variables for uninterrupted flow situations are flow, speed, 
and density. The typical relations between these three fundamental variables are shown in Figure 
15. Flow (q) is defined as the number of vehicles passing a specific point in a given period of 
time in a single lane (veh/hr/lane). Speed (v) is defined as the average rate of motion and is 
expressed in miles per hour (mph). Density (k) is defined as the number of vehicles occupying a 















































The traffic flow relations are specified by a modified Greenshields’ model in the 
DYNASMART-P, shown in Figure 16, which should be calibrated against the flow 










Density (vel/mile/lane)   
 
Figure 16: Speed vs. Density 
 
The speed-density relationship is represented by two portions, a straight portion and a 
curvilinear portion. Hence two equations must be calibrated to correctly and adequately represent 
the freeway traffic model structure. The straight portion of the speed-density relationship is 
represented by the equation: 
t
i fV U=  0
t
iK Ko≤ ≤   (1) 
Where = mean speed in section I  during time interval t (mph) tiV





iK = density in the lane i in the time t (veh/mile/lane) 
oK =optimum density (veh/mile/lane) 
On the other hand, the curvilinear portion (second regime) of the modified Greenshields’ speed-
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t
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Where = mean speed in section i during time interval t (mph) tiV
fV = mean free speed for second regime (curvilinear portion) 
oV =minimum speed limit (mph) 
t
iK = density in the lane I in the time t (veh/mile/lane) 
jK =jam density (veh/mile/lane) 
 α  =power term used to capture the sensitivity of speed to the density 
For the straight portion of the model, only the mean free speed needs to be estimated, 
which can be easily estimated from prevailing freeway speed limits. According to the average 
speed limit 55-65 (mph) and archived off peak hour speed data, estimated free flow speed is 62 
(mph).   For the curvilinear portion of the model, the default minimum speed (V ) and the jam 
density ( ) are 6 mph and 200 vehicle/mile/lane, respectively. The parameter
o
jK α  should be 
estimated. The modified Greenshields’ model was transformed into a linear form by taking the 
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  (3) 
The above is in linear form whose intercept and slope coefficients can be calculated by simple 
linear regression analysis. 
oy xβ α= +   (4) 
( )ln ti oy V V= −  (5) 










  (7) 
The archived  I-4 data at UCF data warehouse was used for calibration. The archived data is 
stored in 30- second interval. The 30-second interval data was aggregated to 5-minute interval 
and imputed (Chandra and Al-Deek, H. 2004). The sample of calibration data set are shown in 
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On the other hand, the straight portion is given by the following equation: 
62kiV =  for  (9) 0 30
t
iK≤ ≤
Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the straight and curved portion of two-regime model and how the 




 Table 7: Sample of calibration data set 
 
Date Station Direction Density Speed Flow 
9/15/2002 42WB 17 43 50
9/15/2002 45WB 22 55 94
9/15/2002 46WB 33 53 118
9/15/2002 42WB 17 39 54
9/15/2002 45WB 33 51 143
9/15/2002 46WB 39 51 149
9/15/2002 42WB 75 19 46
9/15/2002 45WB 31 53 122
9/15/2002 46WB 36 54 130
9/15/2002 47WB 25 57 133
9/15/2002 42WB 47 23 56
9/15/2002 45WB 42 46 155
9/15/2002 46WB 44 52 181
9/15/2002 47WB 28 57 156
9/18/2002 42WB 25 36 73
9/18/2002 45WB 89 13 115
9/18/2002 46WB 100 15 113
9/18/2002 47WB 75 19 119
9/18/2002 42WB 25 37 76
9/18/2002 45WB 75 24 131
9/18/2002 46WB 106 16 111
9/18/2002 47WB 89 14 111
9/18/2002 42WB 25 37 75
9/18/2002 45WB 58 30 141
9/18/2002 46WB 92 25 132
9/18/2002 47WB 69 20 127
9/18/2002 42WB 81 14 63
9/18/2002 45WB 83 18 117
9/18/2002 46WB 97 20 133
9/18/2002 47WB 75 21 146
9/18/2002 42WB 75 15 74
9/18/2002 45WB 89 16 115
9/18/2002 46WB 125 16 122
9/18/2002 47WB 69 19 130
9/18/2002 42WB 31 27 71












































= o  (10) 
where k is the density (vehicles/lane/mile), LAV is the effective vehicle length, and O is the 
occupancy (percent time). The average vehicle length of 20 ft was applied (Cassidy, 1997).  
 
 
4.2 Validation of Traffic Results 
 
To ensure that the model accurately represented reality, the flow validations were made. 
The link counts of heavily traveled sections were taken into consideration for validation. For this 




Table 8: Locations for validation links 
 
  Station Num. Station Name 
1 17 528 WB Ramp 
2 24 435 WB Ramp 
3 27 Turnpike 
4 29 West of John Young Pkw 
5 31 East of John Young Pkw 
6 34 Michigan 
7 35 Kaley 
8 38 Church St. 
9 40 Robinson 
10 43 Princeton 
11 44 Winter PK 
12 45 Par Ave. 
13 48 Fairbanks Ave. 
14 50 Lee Rd 
 
 
The archived data and no incident scenario simulation data are given in Table 9. Figure 
19 chart the archived versus simulation flow along the I-4 averaged over the 7:20AM to 8:20Am 
morning peak period of analysis. The graphs suggest that there are no major differences between 




Table 9:  Average archived versus simulation flow 
 
16-Sep-02 
Location Archived Simulation Error 
Station17 WB 4074 4221.479 -3.62% 
Station24WB 4812 4797.083 0.31% 
Station27 EB 3726 3508.029 5.85% 
Station29 EB 3967 3865.048 2.57% 
Station31 W 4997 4589.745 8.15% 
Station34 W 4758 4717.557 0.85% 
Station35 E 5543 5188.248 6.40% 
Station38 W 4657 4438.121 4.70% 
Station40 W 5819 5383.157 7.49% 
Station43 W   5505 5403.708 1.84% 
 Station44 W 5832 6005.794 -2.98% 
Station45 W 5460 5164.068 5.42% 
Station48 W 5470 5198.688 4.96% 
Station50 E 5140 5351.768 -4.12% 
 
 




























































































A test of a hypothesis was performed to validate the model.  If µ1 is the mean archived 
flow and µ2 is the mean simulation flow. To detect the difference between µ1 and µ2, the null and 
alternative hypotheses would be 
H0: (µ1-µ2)=0 
Ha: (µ1-µ2)≠0 
The following Figure 20 is the MINITAB printouts. Note that the two-tailed p-values, 
p=0.60, is greater than α=0.05; thus, there is no sufficient evidence to reject H0. There is no 




Two Sample T-Test and Confidence Interval 
 
 
Two sample T for Archived vs Simulation 
 
           N      Mean     StDev   SE Mean 
Archived  14      4983       686       183 
Simulati  14      4845       676       181 
 
95% CI for mu Archived - mu Simulati: ( -391,  667) 
T-Test mu Archived = mu Simulati (vs not =): T = 0.53  P = 0.60  DF = 26 















The alternatives considered include isolated components of the currently installed ITS 
system. The range for the fraction users with information is set to 20%-80% (Mark, 1999, 
Mahmassani, 2002). Following are the five classes of alternatives that are evaluated through 
simulation: 
No ITS: This is the base case. The No ITS alternative models the current corridor with 
current travel pattern but without ITS infrastructure or operations. In this way the impacts of ITS 
are removed. 
Only Pre-Trip Information: This is an alternative to evaluate the impacts of the Pre-Trip 
Information component. DYNASMART-P does not explicitly model driver’s knowledge of the 
network. However, given that driver knowledge of the network is manifested in the paths they 
select, it follows that limited network familiarity often leads to the selection of longer paths and 
vice versa. Therefore, by assigning varying paths to different vehicle user classes, 
DYNASMART-P is capable of implicitly incorporating the effect of drivers’ familiarity with the 
network. 




1. The users get information about the current best route between their respective origin 
and destination.  The information sources include website, TV, radio, etc.  Users do 
not change route during the trip. 
2. The users who do not have access to Pre-Trip information stay at normal paths. 
3. Two different values are selected for the percentage of users with Pre-Trip 
information; the values are 0% and 100%. DYNASMART-P Version 0.930.1 (Test 
Version) does not explicitly model drivers’ knowledge of network. However, it has a 
check box for best path option. There are only two options, 0% and 100%, to specify 
the percentage of pre-trip information users. 
Only VMS: This is an alternative to evaluate the impacts of the installed VMS signs in 
the absence of the other two traveler information services. Assumptions about VMS are: 
1. VMS provides downstream traffic conditions and information on alternate routes. 
2. A certain fraction of users who travel on the link on which VMS is located will be 
willing to divert to alternate routes if there exists a better path than the current one.  
3. Five different values will be considered for the percentage of users willing to divert 
because of VMS. The values are 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%. 
Only En-Route Information: This alternative explores in-vehicle navigation benefits. 
Assumptions about En-Route Information are: 





2. The users who do not have access to en-route information stay with their normal 
paths and do not switch en-route. 
3. Five different percentages of users with en-route information are 0%, 20%, 40%, 
60%, and 80%. 
Pre-trip, en-route and VMS: It models the current transportation systems. This alternative 
includes VMS signs, Pre-trip information, and en-route information.  
 
 
5.2 Incident Occurrence 
 
Incidents are a major cause of congestion, and therefore, incident management is a 
primary task of the ITS. Much effort has been placed into the design and evaluation of the 
incident management program within the ITS, and this study presents two incident scenarios. 
 61
To develop an incident scenario, the first step is to identify and analyze those roadway 
sections that are mostly used by travelers, since the impact of an incident affecting them will be 
more severe. Those roadway sections can be obtained from the historical data.  The next step is 
to choose one from those roadway sections for illustrating the impact of an incident. The critical 
locations on selected roadway section will be identified that will have a major impact on traffic 
conditions as a result of an incident. These locations are found by analyzing number of options 
for diverting traffic in case of an incident and historical data about incidents. Figure 21 shows the 
incident locations and frequencies through 2001 and 2002 (Abdel-Aty, M., Linking Crash 
 
 
Patterns to ITS Related Archived Data, Research Project work, 2003). The incident that 
relatively common and yield significant impacts on network was selected and shown in the red 
color. Incident descriptions will include information on the location, severity and duration of the 
incident. Figure 22 shows the location of selected incident and VMS in the DYNASMART-P. 
The incident is placed at station 33 where AADT is 167000 in year 2002 and 35 incidents 
happened through year 2001 and 2002. Two modeled incidents are as followings: 
1. The minor incident occurs. The incident lasts from 7:40 to 8:10, effectively reducing 
link capacity by 50%. 
2. A major incident occurs. The incident lasts from 7:20 to 8:20, effectively reducing 




























































6. DATA ANALYSIS 
The measures of effectiveness (MOEs) are I-4 corridor total and average travel times. 
They represent the summation of the individual travel times experienced by all vehicles in the 
network, thus indicating the impact of ITS information strategies on the entire system. A detailed 
description of the simulation results for the scenarios will be presented in this section.  The 
optimal value for the fraction of users with info ation at which the network performs best will 
be determined.  
There are two case studies: 
1. I-4 corridor under minor incident, 
2. I-4 corridor under major incident, 
Five alternatives are simulated along with each case. There are ten scenarios shown in 
Table 10. The scenario of no ITS components in the corridor is referred as the base case 












Table 10: Evaluation scenarios 
 




Base Pre-trip En-route 
1 x x       
2     x     
3       x   
4         x 






  x x x 
6 x x       
7     x     
8       x   
9         x 
















Table 11: I-4 Corridor simulation outputs 
 

















1 No ITS (base case)   15516.2   15.8   
0% 15516.2 0.00% 15.8 0.00%
2 Pre-trip 100% 14082.5 9.20% 14.4 9.02%









te 9. 14.0 11.34%
No as 6.6 16.6 
20 1486 6 4.21% 15.1 4.50%
40 1492 6 3.84% 15.2 3.71%
60% 1497 3.57% 15.2 3.71%
3 VMS 80% 1505 7 3.00% 15.3 3.09%
0% 15516.2 0.00% 15.8 0.00%
20% 1456 5 6.14%
40% 1419 8.51%
60 1444 6 6.90% 14.7 6.71%












Combination En-rou 40% 1380 4 10.97%
6 ITS (b e case)   1630     
0% 16306.6 0.00% 14.5 0.00%
7 Pre-trip 100% 14317.2 12.05% 16.6 12.90%
0% 16306.6 0.00% 16.6 0.00%
20% 15572.8 4.48% 15.9 4.20%
40% 15034.7 7.81% 15.4 7.40%
60% 15132.5 7.20% 15.4 7.11%
8 VMS 80% 15293.4 5.56% 15.6 6.00%
0% 16306.6 0.00% 16.6 0.00%
20% 15165.1 6.87% 15.5 6.93%
40% 14287.4 12.38% 14.5 12.8%
60% 13681.2 16.09% 13.9 16.4%

















In the first case, a minor :10AM, effectively 
ducing link capacity by 50%. It includes scenarios 1-5. Scenario 1 is the base case scenario. 
 
6.1 Case 1: I-4 Corri
 incident occurs. It lasts from 7:40AM to 8
re
 




 veh le loadin  is don
r the period f m 30 0 minutes. There is a 
mpo ents.  
is m deled t  invest  imp cts of
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 av el time is14.4 minutes
or incid d two VMS locations  specified. T
e div rsion op ortunit The r sponse
mat %, a d 80%. T e vehi are ge erated
take nto account VM formation advisory in 
ts are co  for he period from o 90 minute
ed to rease
 
Scenario 1 is a e case scenario where ic g e via original OD demand 
matrices. Simulation o uts are collected ove  ro to 9
minor incident. There are no ITS information co n
In the scenario 2, a minor incident o o igate a  Pre-trip 
information strategies. Loading is done via orig D matrices. The total travel time is 14082.5 
hours and the erage trav .  
In scenario 3, one min ent an   are he VMS 
locations are strategically chosen to maximiz e p ies. e  rates of 
travelers to VMS infor ion are 20%, 40%, 60 n h cles n  from the 
vehicle.dat (refer appendix c) and path.dat (refer appendix c) input files obtained in the outputs 
of scenario 1, except that some vehicles will i S in
route choice. Simulation outpu llected t 30 t s. In this 




result o in 
In scenario 4, one minor incident is specified. The rates of travelers with en-route 
information are 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%. Simulation outputs are collected for the period 
from 30 to 90 minutes. In this scenario, the travel times are expected to decrease due to traffic 
diversion from en-route information. 
The results for en-route information are shown in Figures 27-30. The case of 0% of the 
users h
creases 
l time is 14.0 minutes.  
proved most effective at reducing commuter delay. Pre-trip information gives slightly better 
f VMS information. The total and average travel times with the VMS are shown 
Figures 23-26.  
aving access to en-route information corresponds to the base case scenario. As can be 
seen from the graph, the base case performs worst overall the network. The network performs 
better as the percentage of users with en-route information in
The scenario 5 presents the existing ITS. The percentages of pre-trip information users, 
VMS users and en-route information users are set to 100%, 20%, and 40% (13). The network 
total travel time is 13809.4 hours and average trave
For the minor incident case, the total travel time and the total travel time saving over the 
base case scenario with various components are presented in Figures 31-32. The average travel 
time and the average travel time saving over the base case scenario with various components are 
presented in Figures 33-34.  The scenario 5, pre-trip, VMS, and en-route information performs 
best because during incident conditions, the higher the number of users with information the 
better is the network performance. The users with information can avoid the incident route and 




performance than en-route information overall the network. This shows that just by informing 
the users who are about to start their trip during the incident duration one can achieve 

































Figure 24: Scenario 3: % Total travel time saving over the base case with the % users willing to 
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cenario 3: % Average travel time saving over the base case with the % users willing 
 
Figure 26: S
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Figure 30: Scenario 4: % average trave the base case with the accessibility of 
en-route information  


































































































































In the second case, a major incident occurs. It lasts from 7:20AM to 8:20AM, effectively 
reducing link capacity by 80%. It includes scenarios 6-10. Scenario 6 is the base case scenario. 
 
 
6.2 Case 2: I-4 Corridor under Major Incident 
 
Scenario 6 is the base case scenario of case 2. This scenario is similar to scenario 1 
xcept that the incident is a major incident. The scenario 7 is similar to scenario 2 except that the 
cident is a major incident. The scenario 8 is similar to scenario 3 except that the incident is a 
major incident. Figures 35-38 depict the results for VMS information. When a major incident 
occurs, the greater the percentage of users willing to divert due to VMS the better is the 
performance of the entire network. 
The scenario 9 is similar to scenario 4 except that the incident is a major incident. The 
travel times with en-route information are shown in Figures 39-42.  The performance of the 
network with fraction of users with information follows a similar trend as in the VMS 
information cases. The same explanation as in VMS information cases may be given for this 
trend. The benefits from en-route information are much higher when compared with that of VMS 








The scenario10 is similar to scenario 5 except that the incident is a major incident. For
the major incident case, the total and average travel times with various technologies ar
 
e 
presented in Figure 43 and Figure 44. The total travel time and average travel time savings over 
the base case are shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46. The hybrid scenario, pre-trip information, 
en-route information and VMS, performs best because during incident conditions, the higher the 
number of users with information the better is the opportunity to switch and hence better network 
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Figure 36: Scenario 8: % Total travel time saving over the base case with the % users willing to 
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Figure 38: Scenario 8: % Average travel time saving over the base case with the % users willing 
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Traffic congestion in urban freeway corridors places significant demands on our ability to 
develop and implement ITS strategies that seek to improve traffic performance. Traveler 
information strategies could be a major source of benefits to the users of urban freeway 
corridors, especially under non-recurrent congestion.  
This study demonstrates how one can realistically simulate the network under various 
scenarios without actually conducting the high cost operational tests. To evaluate the traveler 
information nd traveler 
ehavior. DYNASMART-P was able to model traffic dynamics and traveler behavior and 
capture the different scenarios accurately. Moreover, this tool also models response of travelers 
to information.  
The impact of two hypothetical incidents, under the different information strategies, was 
analyzed. One incident was for 30 minutes on I-4 and fifty percent of the capacity was available. 
Another one was for 60 minutes on I-4 and twenty percent of the capacity was available.  
Overall, benefits from ITS information strategies are significant at the I-4 corridor for 
commuters during the AM peak when incidents occur. The greatest benefit is in commuters 
delay reduction. Under minor incident condition, the current ITS information strategi  provides 
about ident 
condition, it performs better and provides as much as 19% total travel time saving. 
strategies during incidents it is necessary to capture traffic dynamics a
b
es




The pre-trip information perf cident and the en-route information 
performs best under major incident.  The pre- ip information provides about 9% travel time 
saving under minor incident and 12% under major incident. The en-route information provides 
about 8
ausing delays and congestion. In term of 
delay r
orms best under minor in
tr
% total travel time savings under minor incident and 15% under major incident. The pre-
trip information is relatively easy to implement and is an immediate possibility when compared 
with that of en-route information. VMS may have psychological/convenience benefits in terms 
of providing drivers with information about what is c
eductions, drivers acting upon VMS messages of delay found less benefits, and at times 
had their delay increased when diverting. VMS provides about 4% total travel time saving under 
minor incident and 7% under major incident.  
In this study, a two-regime Greenshields’ traffic model of DYNASMART-P was 
calibrated. The final calibrated model for I-4 traffic operations is: 
 
62kV =                                   for 0 30tK≤ ≤  i i
 





       for 30 250tiK≤ ≤   = − +
 
An effort was made to validate estimated traffic volumes against measured link counts.  
The archived I-4 data at the University of Central Florida was used for both calibration and 




observed morning peak hourly flows over suitably selected locations. Therefore, the current OD 









Table A-1: List of links, nodes and zones 
 
Zone 





Start_Point I4 main line 1998 6000 6000 
2 Lake Mary Blvd From I4 WB to LK Mary Blvd   2228 
  
From W.BD.LK. Mary to I4 
W.BD. 2243 2234  
  
From LK. Mary Blvd E.BD.to I4 
W.BD. 2256 2272  
3 Wekiva Springs Rd From I4 W.BD. TO SR-434   2382 
  FROM SR434 TO I4 W.BD. 2406 2409  
4 Altamonte Dr FROM I4 W.BD. TO SR-436   2544 
    FROM SR-436 TO I4 W.BD. 2570 2576  
5 Maitland Blvd FROM I4 W.BD. TO SR-414     2746
    
FROM SR-414 W.BD. TO I4 
W.BD. 2753 2750  
    
FROM SR-414 E.BD. TO I4 
W.BD. 2764 2768  
6 Lee Rd FROM I4 W.BD. TO SR-423     2936
    FROM SR-423 TO I4 W.BD. 2956 2960  
7 Fairbanks Ave FROM I4 W.B. TO SR-426     3044
    FROM SR-426 TO I4 W.BD. 3069 3074  
8 Par St FROM PAR ST. TO I4 W.BD. 3148 3155 3155
9 Princeton St 
FROM I4 W.BD. TO 
PRINCETON ST.     3211
    
FROM PRINCETON ST. TO I4 
W.BD. 3230 3240  
10 Ivahoe/Lakeview Av 
FROM I4 W.BD. TO IVAHOLE 
BLVD     3361
    
FROM IVAHOLE BLVD. TO I4 
W.BD. 3358 3373  
11 Colonial Dr FROM I4 W.BD. TO SR-50 3395 3408 3420
    




12 Robinson St 
FROM ROBINSON ST. TO I4 
W.BD. 3752 3779 3779
13 South St 
FROM I4 W.BD. TO SOUTH 
ST.     3919
    
FROM SOUTH ST.W.BD. TO IE 
W.BD 3937 3971  
14 Anderson St 
FROM I4 W.BD. TO 
ANDERSON ST.     4019
15 Gore St                        4080
16 Kaley Ave 
FROM I4 W.BD. TO KALEY AV. 





Number Name Description Original Links 
Destination 
Nodes 
FROM I4 W.BD. TO KALEY AV. 
E.BD.         4208
     
    FROM KA I4 W.BD.   LEY AV. TO 4210 4218
17 Mighigan St 
F  
ST     4238




FROM I4 W. SR-500 
S     4279.BD. 
00 TO I4    FROM SR-5  W.BD.   4275 4280
19 John Young 
R
YO     4303
F OM I4 W.BD. TO JOHN 
UNG PKWY. 
FROM JOHN YOUNG PKWY. 
TO I4 W.BD. 
FROM I4 WB. TO CONROY 
    4315 4328  
20 Conroy RD.     4386
FROM CONROY RD. TO I4 
WB.     4392 4400  
21 Kirkman   4446
FROM I4 W.BD. TO SR-435 
N.BD.   
FROM I4 W.BD. TO SR-435 
    S.BD.   4475  
  
FROM UNIVERSAL 
ADVENTURE WAY TO I4 
W.BD.   4445 4461  
22 Sand Lake R-482     4651FROM I4 W.BD. TO S
FROM SR-482 WB
    
. TO I4 
4670 4603  W.BD. 
FROM S
    
R-482 EB. TO I4 
4720 4771  W.BD. 
FROM 24 Kissimmeevineland I4 W.BD. TO SR-535     5181
    5187 5214  FROM SR-535 TO I4 W.BD. 
FROM I
r Dr 
4 W.BD. TO EPCOT 
  25 Epcot Cente CENTER DR. W.BD   5341
FROM I4 W.BD. TO EPCOT
CENTE
 
R DR. E.BD   5358      
  O I4 W.BD. 
FROM EPCOT CENTER DR. 
E.BD. T  5357 5349  
  . TO I4 W.BD. 5394 5431  
FROM EPCOT CENTER DR. 
W.BD  
26 est Bronson Hwy   5618
FROM I4 W.BD. TO US-192 
W.BD.  W   
  
S-192 FROM I4 W.BD. TO U
E.BD.       5637
    
OM US-192 W.BD. TO I4 
5617 5611  
FR
W.BD. 









    
FROM I4 W.BD. TO WORLD 
R. E.BD. 5738D     
FROM WORLD DR. E.BD. TO 
I4 W.BD.B 
I4 Westbound 
I4 MAIN LINE 
29 I4 EB Start_Point  LINE 5863 5774I4 MAIN 5774
FROM I4 EBD TO WORLD D
EBD 
FROM I4 EBD TO
WBD 
    FROM WORLD DR. TO I4 EBD 5739 5734  
FROM I4 EBD TO SR-530 EB
  FROM     5641
    5649 5582  
  
FROM SR-530 W.BD. TO I4 
E.BD. 
FROM I4 E.BD. TO EPCOT 
CENTE     5401
FROM I4 E.BD. TO E
CENTER DR. W.BD 
  
FROM E
TO I4 E.BD. 






 Sa FROM I4 E.BD. TO SR-482   
FROM SR-482 TO I4 E.BD. 




 Co FROM I4 EB TO CONROY RD   
    FROM CONROY TO I4 EB. 4396 4374  
37 John Young 
FROM I4 EB TO JOHN YOUN
PKWY 
G 
    4325
    
FROM JOHN YOUNG PKWY
TO I4 EB 
FROM I4 EB TO SR-500 SB 
    FROM I4 EB TO SR-500 NB   4313  
  FROM SR-500 NB TO I4 EB 
    5729 5766  
28 End_Point     5862
30 World Center Dr 
R. 
    5749
    
 WORLD DR. 
    5744
31 West Bronson Hwy D     5621
   I4 EBD TO US-192 WBD
FROM US-192 E.BD. TO I4 
E.BD. 
  5619 5601  
32 Epcot Center Dr R DR. E.BD 
    
PCOT 
    5383
  
PCOT CENTER DR. 
5350 5337  
33 Kissimmeevineland      5238
    
R-535 E.BD. TO I4. 
5190 5172  
  
R-535 W.BD. TO I4. 
5215 5217  
34 nd Lake   4723
    4664 4539  
35 Kirkman 
R-435 
    4467
    
. TO I4 
4480 4463  
36 nroy .   4397
 
4322 4314  
38 OBT     4289










 Ka FROM I4 EB     4209
FROM KALEY AV. TO I4 EB 
 An FROM AND   





 Am FROM     3564
 Co FROM SR-50 EB TO I4 EB 3477 3454
FROM I4 EB TO IVANHOLE 
BLVD  3333
    
FROM IVANHOLE BLVD TO
EB 
 I4 
      
FROM I4 EB TO PRINCETON
ST.   
  
FROM PRINCETON ST. TO 
EB 
FROM I4 EB TO PAR ST. 
 Fa FROM I4 EB TO SR-4     3070
FROM SR-426 TO I4 EB 
      3047 3041  
50 Lee Rd FROM I4 EB TO SR-423     2959
    FROM SR-423 TO I4 EB 2946 2932  
FROM I4 EB TO SR-414 EB 
    FROM I4 EB TO SR-414 WB   2765  
  FROM SR-414 TO I4 EB 
 Al FROM I4 EB TO SR-436   
FROM SR-436 TO I4 EB 
53 Wekiva Springs Rd I4 EB TO SR-434 FROM     2386
FROM SR-434 TO I4 EB 
54 Lake Mary Blvd 
I4 EB TO LAKE MARY FROM 
BLVD     2267




 I4 I4 MAIN LI   
FROM AIRPORT BLVD TO 
SR417 SB 2183
  Orlando Ave         
39 Mighigan St 
IGAN ST. TO I4 
4237 4230 4230
40 ley Ave  TO KALEY AV. 
    4185 4183  
41 derson St ERSON ST. I4 EB   4012
  
FROM ANDERSON EB TO I4 
4003 3957  
42 South St 
 ST. WB TO I4 
3921 3841 3841
43 Robinson St 
 I4 EB TO ROBINSON 
    3771
44 elia St  I4 EB TO AMELIA ST. 
45 lonial Dr 3454
46 Ivahoe/Lakeview Av 3342 3313





3212 3199  
48 Par St     3149
49 irbanks Ave 26 
    3056 3041  
51 Maitland Blvd     2766
  2747 2737  
52 tamonte Dr   2572
    2550 2540  
    2377 2374  
    
4 
2238 2209  
    
AKE MARY WB TO I4 
2261 2266  
55  EB End_Point NE   2002





Number Name Description Original Links 
Destination 
Nodes 
57 Lake Mary Blvd 
 
17 SB 
FROM LAKE MARY BLVD TO
SR4 2237 2269 2269
CR 427       
58 Sanford-Oviedo Rd 
FROM SR417 SB TO 
SANFORD-OVIEDO RD     2390




R417 SB 2408 2428  
59 Rd 
New Red Bug Lake 
 BUG LAKE RD   
FROM SR417 SB TO NEW 
RED   2590
  
FROM NEW RED BUG LAKE 
RD E
  
FROM NEW RED BUG LAKE 
RD WB TO SR417 SB 2600 2622  
60 Aloma Ave. 
FROM SR417 SB TO ALOMA
AVE. 
 
    2809
    
FROM ALOMA AVE. TO SR417 
SB 2830 2863  
61 University Blvd 
FROM SR417 SB TO 
UNIVERSITY BLVD     2999
    
FROM UNIVERSITY BLVD EB 
TO SR417 SB 3011 2993  
  
FROM UNIVERSITY BLVD
WB(LOOP) TO SR417 SB 
FROM SR417 SB TO EAS
COLONIAL DR-SR50   
  
FR
SR50 TO SR417 SB 
63 Curry Ford Rd 
FROM SR417 SB TO CURRY 
FORD RD     4284
    
FROM CURRY FORD RD TO 
SR417 SB 4308 4333  
64 Narcoossee Rd 
FROM SR417 SB TO 
NARCOOSSEE CR-15     5079
  
FROM NARCOOSSEE CR
TO SR417 SB 








TO SR417 SB 
FROM SR417 SB TO OBT 
  OBT TO SR 5208 5221  
FR
    




3025 3035  




OM EAST COLONIAL DR-
3246 3229  
  
-15 
5087 5124  
65 Boggy Creek Rd 
GY 
    5295
    
BOGGY CREEK RD TO 




M SR417 SB TO 
    5303
  
M LANDERSTAR BLVD 
5305 5311  
67 OBT     5213
  417 SB 
68 John Young Pkwy 
OM SR417 SB TO JOHN 





Number Name Description Original Links 
Destination 
Nodes 
    
JOHN YOUNG PKWY TO 
SR417 SB 5241 5289  
FR
INTERNATIONAL DR 





FROM SR417 SB TO
SOUTHERN CONN. EXT 
FROM SOUTHERN CO
EXT TO SR417 SB 
FROM SR417 NB TO 
SOUTHERN CONN. EXT 
FROM






TO SR417 NB 
FROM SR417 NB TO JOHN
YOUNG PKWY 
JOHN YOUNG PKWY 
SR417 NB 
 O FROM SR417 NB TO   




TO SR417 NB 








TO SR417 NB 





FROM SR417 NB TO
COLONIAL DR-SR50 
  FROM EAST CO
69 International Dr 
OM SR417 SB TO 
    5410
70 Osceola Pkwy     5539
  
LA PKWY TO 
5546 5578  
71 Southern Conn. Ext 
 
    5668
    
NN. 
5670 5673  
72 Southern Conn. Ext     5676
    
 SOUTHERN CONN. 
5672 5660  
73 Osceola Pkwy 
M SR417 NB TO 
5533 5521 5569
    
WY TO 
      
74 International Dr 
ATIONAL DR 
5404 5422 5422
75 John Young Pkwy 
 
    5271
    
TO 
5264 5233  
76 BT  OBT   5275




17 NB TO 
    5328
    
DERSTAR BLVD 
5326 5308  
78 Boggy Creek Rd 
GGY 
    5316
    
 CREEK RD TO 
5318 5279  
79 Narcoossee Rd 
7 NB TO 
    5074
  
COOSSEE CR-15 
5107 5074  
80 Curry Ford Rd 
URRY 
    4312
  
 FORD RD TO 
4286 4262  
81 Colonial Dr 
 EAST 
    3267





Number Name Description Original Links 
Destination 
Nodes 
SR50 TO SR417 NB 
FROM SR4
UNIVERSITY BLVD EB






FROM ALOMA AVE. TO S  
NB 
Ne FROM SR417 NB TO
RED BUG LAKE RD 
FROM NEW RED BUG LA
RD TO SR417 NB 
FROM SR417 NB TO
SANFORD-OVIEDO R
FROM SANFORD-
TO SR417 NB 
FROM SR4
MARY BLVD 
CR 427       
87 Airport Blvd 
FROM SR417 NB TO AIRPOR
BLVD 
T 
    2148
  Orlando Ave         
88 Start_
SR408 WB 
Point 3691 3685SR408 MAINLINE 3685
 Goldenrod Rd 
FROM SR408 WB TO
GOLDENROD RD-SR5
FROM GOLDENROD R




SR436 SB TO SR408 WB 
FROM SEM
SR436 NB TO SR408 WB
FROM CONWAY RD TO
SR408 WB 
FROM SR408 W





FROM SR408 WB TO 
ROSALIND AVE   
82 University Blvd 
17 NB TO 
 2994 2980 3008
    B     3024
    
Y BLVD TO 
      
83 Aloma Ave. 
17 NB TO ALOMA 
    2832
    
R417
2804 2792  
84 
w Red Bug Lake 
Rd 
 NEW 
    2604
    
KE 
2591 2583  
85 Sanford-Oviedo Rd 
 
D     2402
    
OVIEDO RD 
2388 2371  
86 Lake Mary Blvd 
17 NB TO LAKE 
    2235
    
89
 
51     3845
    
D-
3848 3861  
90 Semoran Blvd 
B TO 
    3846
    
RAN BLVD-
3867 3879  
    
ORAN BLVD-
 3864 3880  
91 Conway Rd 
 
3969 3917 3917
92 Crystal Lake Dr 
B TO 
    3905
93 Bumby Ave. 
BY AVE. TO SR408 
3913 3925 3925
94 Mills Ave. 
08 WB TO MILLS 
    3920





Number Name Description Original Links 
Destination 
Nodes 
96 Orange Ave 
. TO 
    4007
FROM ORANGE AVE
SR408 WB 
97 OBT FROM SR408 WB TO OBT     4033
FROM OBT TO SR408





TO SR408 WB   
 Mercy Dr 
FRO
DR 
FROM SR408 WB TO
HILLS RD 
FROM SR408 WB T
KIRKMAN RD-SR435 
FROM KIRKMAN RD-SR4
TO SR408 WB 
FROM SR408 W
HIAWASSA RD 
    
FROM HIAWASSA RD TO 
408 WB 3570 3541SR   
04 Good Homes 
FROM SR408 WB TO GOOD 








SR50 TO SR408 EB 
FROM GOOD HOMES RD
SR408 EB 
FROM SR408 EB TO 
HIAWASSA RD 










14 John Young Pk FROM SR408 EB 3837
     WB 4034 4041  
98 Tampa Ave 
R408 
3986 3967 3967
99 John Young Pkwy 
08 WB TO JOHN 
    3806
    
 JOHN YOUNG PKWY 
    
100
M SR408 WB TO MERCY 
    3696
101 Pine Hills Rd 
 PINE 
    3591
102 Kirkman Rd 
O 
    3534
    
35 
3528 3519  
103 Hiawassa Rd 
B TO 
    3572
1 Rd  DR 
105 al Dr 
OM SR408 WB TO WEST 
COLONIAL DR.-SR50     3482
106 End_Point     3673
107 End_Point 3690 3863 3863
108 West Colonial Dr 
L DR-
3620 3776 3776
109 Good Homes Rd 
 TO 
3739 3709 3709
110 Hiawassa Rd     3638
    3633 3580  
111 Kirkman Rd 
8 EB TO KIRKMAN 
    3589
    
SR435 
3617 3622  
112 Pine Hills Rd 
M SR408 EB TO PINE 
3630 3624 3624
113 Mercy Dr 
 SR408 EB TO MERCY 
3751 3748 3748











TO SR408 EB     
FROM SR408 EB TO TAMPA
AVE 
16 OBT FRO   4059
FROM OBT TO SR408 EB 































SEMORAN BLVD-SR436 NB 
FROM SR52
SEMORAN BLVD-SR436 SB 
FROM SEMOR
436 NB TO SR528 WB 
FROM SEM
436 SB TO SR528 WB 
130 Conway Rd 
FROM SR528 WB TO 
  CONWAY RD   4535
  
 YOUNG PKWY 
  
115 Tampa Ave 
 
    4027
1 M SR408 EB TO OBT   
    4058 4051  
117 Orange Ave 
 TO ORANGE
    4050
118 Rosalind Ave. 
B TO 
4002 3999 3999
119 Mills Ave 
M SR408 EB TO MILLS 
    4001
    
S AVE. TO SR408 
3987 3970  
120 Bumby Ave. 
UMBY 
    3959
121 Crystal Lake Dr 
L LAKE DR TO 
3950 3944 3944
122 Conway Rd 
 TO CONWAY
    3960
123 Semoran Blvd 
8 EB TO 
    3897
124 Yucantan Drive 
NTAN DR TO 
3891 3890 3890
125 d GOLDENROD RD-SR551     3870
  
OM GOLDENROD RD-
SR551 TO SR408 EB 3862 3830  
126 Start_Point     3707
127 Start_Point 4601 4617 4617
128 Narcoossee Rd 
28 WB TO 
    4738
    
SEE RD TO 
4739 4749  
129 Semoran Blvd 
28 WB TO 
4559 4586 4510
    
8 WB TO 
4511 4582 4543
    
AN BLVD SR-
      
    
ORAN BLVD SR-





Number Name Description Original Links 
Destination 
Nodes 
    
 RD TO 





132 Landstreet Rd 
 SR528 WB TO FROM
LANDSTREET RD     4820
    
FROM LANDSTREET RD TO 
SR528 WB 4838 4844  




NB TO SR528 WB 4888 4914  
FROM JOHN YOUNG PKWY 
SB TO SR528 WB 
FRO
ORANGEWOOD BLVD   
FROM ORANGEWOOD BLVD 
TO SR528 WB 
135 International Dr 
FROM SR528 WB TO 
INTERNATIONAL DR     4901
FROM INTERNATIONAL DR 
TO SR528 WB 
136 International Dr 
FROM SR528 EB TO 
INTERNATIONAL DR     4953
FROM INTERNATIONAL DR
TO SR528 EB 
137 Orangewood Blvd 
FROM SR528 EB TO 
ORANGEWOOD BLVD     4961
  
FROM ORANGEWOOD BL
138 John Young Pkwy 
OM SR528 EB TO JOHN 
UNG PKWY 
FR
YO     4947
FROM JO
SB TO SR528 EB 
  
FROM JOHN YOUNG
NB TO SR528 EB     
FROM SR528 EB TO 
LANDSTREET RD 
  
FROM LANDSTREET RD TO 
SR528 EB 4822 4821  
FROM SR528 WB TO BOGGY
CREEK RD 
    
FROM BOGGY CREEK RD TO 
4721 4662SR528 WB   
FROM SR528 EB TO CONWA  
RD 
  FROM CONWA
131 Boggy Creek Rd 
B TO BOGGY 
    4604
133 John Young Pkwy     4885
  
NG PKWY 
          
134 Orangewood Blvd 
M SR528 WB TO 
  4904
    4919 4917  
    4903 4922  
    
 
4956 4939  
  
VD 
TO SR528 EB 4955 4936  
    
HN YOUNG PKWY 




139 Landstreet Rd     4845
  
140 Boggy Creek Rd 
 
    4742
141 Conway Rd 
Y
    4674














436 NB TO SR528 WB 
FROM SEM











142 Semoran Blvd 
8 EB TO 
    4730
    
8 EB TO 
6 SB       
    
LVD SR-
4712 4628  
    
ORAN BLVD SR-
4755 4626  
143 Narcoossee Rd 
 TO 
4766 4761 4768
    
E RD TO 
      
144 
528 WB 
Start_Point     4624
145 End_Point     5490
146 
rnpike SB 










      0   146   1671   2068      2
   1998    1 
   2002   55 
   2061    1 
   2139   55 
   2147   87 
   2148   87 
   2163   55 
   2172   55 
   2173   55 
   2174   55 
   2175   55 
   2176   56 
   2177   87 
   2178   56 
   2183   56 
   2185   56 
   2195    2 
   2196    2 
   2198   54 
   2202   55 
   2203   55 
   2204   55 
   2205   55 
   2206   57 
   2207   55 
   2208   57 
   2209   54 
   2210   55 
   2211   57 
   2228    2 
   2229   55 
   2231    2 
   2232   55 
   2234    2 
   2235   86 
   2236    2 
   2237   57 
   2238   54 
   2242    2 




   2245    2 
   2246   55 
   2247   54 
   2248   54 
   2249    2 
   2250   54 
   2251   54 
   2252    2 
   2256    2 
   2258   54 
   2261   54 
   2263   54 
   2266   54 
   2267   54 
   2268   86 
   2269   57 
   2270   86 
   2271   57 
   2272    2 
   2274    2 
   2280   54 
   2281   54 
   2291   55 
   2302    2 
   2316    2 
   2348    2 
   2360    2 
   2361    2 
   2367   58 
   2369   85 
   2371   85 
   2372   58 
   2373    3 
   2374   53 
   2375    3 
   2376    3 
   2377   53 
   2378   53 
   2379   53 
   2380   53 
   2382    3 




   2384   53 
   2386   53 
   1998   6000    0    0    809  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 5  +0 
5    0    0  13944  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
7    0    0     51  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
3    0    0   3660  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
6    0    0    177  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
2    0    0    203  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
5    0    0     86  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
9    0    0   6770  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
7    0    0   3008  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
3    0    0   1502  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
6    0    0    177  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
3    0    0    901  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
8    0    0   3153  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
2    0    0  29481  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 1  +0 
5    0    0    673  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
5    0    0    286  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
1    0    0   5009  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
6    0    0    160  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
6    0    0   1596  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
8    0    0   1558  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
4    0    0  10905  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
6    0    0    292  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
8    0    0    139  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
2    0    0    974  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
4    0    0    184  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
5    0    0    394  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
1    0    0    203  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
4    0    0     89  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
1    0    0    194  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
8    0    0    253  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
5    0    0    164  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
7    0    0    125  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
7    0    0   1082  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
2    0    0    485  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
9    0    0    538  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
2    0    0   1250  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
0    0    0    813  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
5    0    0   5173  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
9    0    0     82  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
6    0    0    162  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2061   219
   2148   214
   2172   216
   2172   217
   2173   217
   2173   217
   2174   213
   2174   214
   2174   217
   2175   217
   2176   218
   2177   214
   2177   600
   2178   218
   2183   218
   2185   227
   2195   219
   2195   223
   2196   222
   2198   600
   2203   220
   2203   220
   2204   220
   2205   220
   2206   220
   2206   221
   2207   220
   2208   221
   2209   219
   2210   220
   2210   220
   2211   223
   2228   224
   2228   224
   2229   220
   2229   221
   2231   224
   2232   222




   2235   2229    0    0    143  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 







   2235   223
   2236   2274    0    0   1852  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
   2237   2232    0    0    417  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2237   2269    0    0   1138  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0
   2238   2209    0    0   1346  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2242   2245    0    0    114  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
   2243   2234    0    0   1577  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2245   2249    0    0    187  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2245   2256    0    0    149  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2246   2174    0    0   5051  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2246   2203    0    0   5461  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2247   2238    0    0    226  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2247   2251    0    0    876  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2248   2247    0    0    292  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2249   2252    0    0    567  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2250   2248    0    0    453  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2250   2261    0    0    224  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2252   2243    0    0    203  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2252   2250    0    0    335  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2256   2272    0    0   1332  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2258   2247    0    0    204  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
   2261   2266    0    0   1461  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2263   2198    0    0   1753  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
   2266   2263    0    0    184  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2267   2248    0    0    549  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
   2267   2258    0    0    465  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
   2268   2235    0    0   1069  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
   2269   2271    0    0    147  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2270   2177    0    0   5703  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0
   2270   2268    0    0    175  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
   2271   2367    0    0  24800  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0
   2272   2274    0    0    388  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2274   2348    0    0  18142  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0
   2280   2267    0    0   2419  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
   2281   2263    0    0   2654  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
   2281   2280    0    0    255  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
   2291   2237    0    0  15606  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0 
   2291   2246    0    0  10847  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 5  +0
   2302   2281    0    0   7892  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
   2316   2302    0    0   2811  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0




   2360   2375    0    0   2153  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
   2367   2372    0    0    261  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 
   2367   2430    0    0   3606  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
   2369   2270    0    0  24923  3      1  +0  55  2200  2200 1  +0 
   2371   2369    0    0    181  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 3  +0 
   2372   2390    0    0   1190  1      2  +0  45  1800  1800 4  +0 




   1998   6000      0   2061      0   6003      0 
   2061   2195      0   2236      0   2196      0 
   2148   2147      0      0      0      0      0 
   2172   2163      0      0      0      0      0 
   2172   2176      0   2183      0      0      0 
   2173   2172      0      0      0      0      0 
   2173   2175      0   2176      0      0      0 
   2174   2139      0      0      0      0      0 
   2174   2147      0      0      0      0      0 
   2174   2173      0      0      0      0      0 
   2175   2176      0   2183      0      0      0 
   2176   2183      0   2185      0      0      0 
   2177   6002      0   2061      0      0      0 
   2177   2148      0   2147      0      0      0 
   2178   2185      0   2271      0      0      0 
   2183   2185      0   2271      0      0      0 
   2185   2271      0   2367      0      0      0 
   2195   2196      0      0      0   2228      0 
   2195   2236      0   2274      0      0      0 
   2196   2228      0      0      0   2242   2249 
   2198   6004      0   6001      0   6003      0      
   2203   2206      0      0      0      0      0 
   2203   2208      0      0      0      0      0 
   2204   2202      0      0      0      0      0 
   2205   2204      0      0      0      0      0 
   2206   2205      0      0      0      0      0 
   2206   2211      0      0      0      0      0 
   2207   2204      0      0      0      0      0 
   2208   2211      0      0      0      0      0 
   2209   2198      0   6004      0      0      0 
   2210   2205      0      0      0      0      0 




   2211   2237      0      0      0      0      0 
   2228   2242      0      0      0   2245      0 
   2228   2249      0      0      0      0      0 
   2229   2202      0      0      0      0      0 
   2229   2210      0      0      0      0      0 
   2231   2245      0      0      0      0      0 
   2232   2229      0      0      0      0      0 
 2234   2236      0   2274      0      0      0 
   2235   2229      0      0      0      0      0 

















   2236   2274      0   2348      0      0      0 
   2237   2232      0      0      0      0      0 
   2237   2269      0   2271      0      0      0
   2238   2209      0   2198      0      0      0
   2242   2245      0      0      0      0      0 
   2243   2234      0   2236      0      0      0
   2245   2249      0      0      0      0      0 
   2245   2256      0   2272      0      0      0
   2246   2174      0      0      0      0      0 
   2246   2203      0      0      0      0      0 
   2247   2238      0   2209      0      0      0 
   2247   2251      0      0      0      0      0 
   2248   2247      0      0      0      0      0 
   2249   2252      0      0      0      0      0 
   2250   2248      0      0      0      0      0 
   2250   2261      0   2266      0      0      0 
   2252   2243      0   2234      0      0      0 
   2252   2250      0      0      0      0      0 
   2256   2272      0   2274      0      0      0 
   2258   2247      0      0      0      0      0 
   2261   2266      0   2263      0      0      0 
   2263   2198      0   6004      0      0      0
   2266   2263      0   2198      0      0      0
   2267   2248      0      0      0      0      0 
   2267   2258      0      0      0   2247      0
   2268   2235      0      0      0   2229   22
   2269   2271      0   2367      0      0      0
   2270   2177      0   2148      0      0      0
   2270   2268      0      0      0   2235      0
   2271   2367      0   2430      0   2372      0
   2272   2274      0   2348      0      0      0




   2280   2267      0      0      0   2248   2258 
 
  0 
 
  0 
 










   2281   2263      0   2198      0      0      0 
   2281   2280      0      0      0   2267      0
   2291   2237      0      0      0      0      0 
   2291   2246      0      0      0      0      0 
   2302   2281      0   2263      0   2280    
   2316   2302      0   2281      0      0      0
   2348   2360      0   2375      0      0      0 
   2360   2375      0   2414      0   2376    
   2367   2372      0      0      0   2390      0
   2367   2430      0   2571      0      0      0 
   2369   2270      0   2177      0   2268    
   2371   2369      0   2270      0      0      0 
   2372   2390      0      0      0   2392   2398
   2373   2316      0   2302      0      0      0
   2374   2373      0   2316      0      0      0 
   2375   2376      0      0      0   2382      0
   2375   2414      0   2538      0      0      0 
   2376   2382      0      0      0   2387   23
   2377   2374      0   2373      0      0      0
   2378   2361      0      0      0      0      0 
   2378   2437      0      0      0      0      0 
   2379   2378      0      0      0      0      0 
   2379   2380      0   2377      0      0      0
   2380   2377      0   2374      0      0      0
   2382   2387      0      0      0   2394      0 
   2382   2389      0      0      0      0      0 
   2383   2377      0   2374      0      0      0
   2383   2379      0      0      0      0      0 
   2384   2379      0      0      0      0      0 
   2386   2383      0      0      0      0      0 
   2386   2384      0      0      0   2379      0 
   2387   2394      0      0      0      0      0 
   2388   2371      0   2369      0      0      0
   2389   2383      0      0      0      0      0 
   2389   2406      0   2409      0      0      0 
   2390   2392      0      0      0   2400      0 
   2390   2398      0      0      0      0      0 
   2391   2388      0   2371      0      0      0 
   2392   2400      0      0      0      0      0 
   2393   2406      0   2409      0      0      0 




   2394   2393      0   2406      0      0      0 
   2395   2388      0   2371      0      0      0 
   2395   2397      0      0      0      0      0 
   2396   2391      0   2388      0      0      0 
 
  0 
97 










   2396   2401      0      0      0      0      0 
   2397   2396      0      0      0      0      0 
   2398   2395      0      0      0      0      0 
   2398   2408      0   2428      0      0      0 
   2400   2398      0      0      0      0      0 
   2400   2403      0   2408      0      0      0 
   2402   2395      0      0      0      0      0 
   2402   2397      0      0      0      0      0 
   2403   2408      0   2428      0      0      0 
   2404   2400      0      0      0      0      0 
   2405   2394      0      0      0      0      0 
   2406   2409      0   2414      0      0      0 
   2408   2428      0   2430      0      0      0 
   2409   2414      0   2538      0      0      0 
   2410   2386      0      0      0   2383   2384 
   2413   2373      0   2316      0      0      0 
   2413   2410      0      0      0   2386      0
   2414   2538      0   2578      0   2541    
   2423   2402      0      0      0   2395   23
   2427   2369      0   2270      0      0      0 
   2427   2423      0      0      0   2402      0 
   2428   2430      0   2571      0      0      0 
   2430   2571      0   2588      0   2573    
   2537   2413      0   2373      0   2410      0
   2538   2541      0      0      0   2544      0
   2538   2578      0   2698      0      0      0
   2540   2537      0   2413      0      0      0
   2541   2544      0      0      0   2553   2556
   2544   2553      0      0      0   2559      0
   2544   2556      0      0      0      0      0 
   2550   2540      0   2537      0      0      0
   2553   2559      0      0      0      0      0 
   2554   2550      0   2540      0      0      0 
   2555   2557      0      0      0      0      0 
   2556   2555      0      0      0      0      0 
   2556   2570      0   2576      0      0      0
   2557   2558      0      0      0      0      0 




   2558   2561      0      0      0      0      0 
   2559   2556      0      0      0      0      0 







icles in the file, Max # of stops 
ls vehtype ioc #ONode #IntDe info ribf   
     1     1    24     1     0  0.0000  
5     1     1    11     1     0  0.0000  
     1     1    69     1     0  0.0000  
1     1     1    11     1     0  0.0000  
5     1     1    69     1     0  0.0000  
  1     1     1    56     1     0  0.0000  
  5     1     1     6     1     0  0.0000  
  1     1     1     9     1     0  0.0000  
  5     1     1    38     1     0  0.0000  
   2560   2559      0      0      0      0      0 
   2561   2539      0      0      0      0      0 
   2561   2554      0   2550      0      0      0
   2564   2561      0      0      0      0      0 
   2565   2570      0   2576      0      0      0 
   2570   2576      0   2578      0      0      0
   2571   2573      0      0      0   2590      0 
   2571   2588      0   2626      0      0      0
   2572   2558      0      0      0      0      0 
   2572   2564      0      0      0   2561      0 
   2573   2590      0      0      0   2593   25
   2575   2572      0      0      0   2558   25
   2576   2578      0   2698      0      0      0 
 
       88282           1   # of veh
      #   usec   dsec   stime usrc
comp 
      1   1998   6000    0.00     1
0.0000 
           6   0.00 
      2   1998   6000    0.00     
0.0000 
           3   0.00 
      3   1998   6000    0.00     1
0.0000 
          28   0.00 
      4   1998   6000    0.00     
0.0000 
           3   0.00 
      5   1998   6000    0.00     
0.0000 
          28   0.00 
      6   1998   6000    0.00   
0.0000 
         145   0.00 
      7   1998   6000    0.00   
0.0000 
           2   0.00 
      8   2243   2234    0.00   
0.0000 
           3   0.00 





          16   0.00 
     10   2256   2272    0.00     1     1     1    13     1     0  0.0000  
  1     1     1     7     1     0  0.0000  
  1     1     1    11     1     0  0.0000  
5     1     1    27     1     0  0.0000  
  1     1     1    10     1     0  0.0000  
     1     1    60     1     0  0.0000  
     16   2753   2750    0.00     1     1     1    18     1     0  0.0000  
.0000 
         11   0.00 
000  
    16   0.00 
0.0000 
           5   0.00 
     11   2261   2266    0.00   
0.0000 
          55   0.00 
     12   2377   2374    0.00   
0.0000 
          55   0.00 
     13   2406   2409    0.00     
0.0000 
          15   0.00 
     14   2570   2576    0.00   
0.0000 
           6   0.00 
     15   2570   2576    0.00     5
0.0000 
          28   0.00 
0
 
     17   2764   2768    0.00     5     1     1    24     1     0  0.0
0.0000 
      
     18   2956   2960    0.00     5     1     1    25     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          18   0.00 
     19   2956   2960    0.00     1     1     1    76     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
           7   0.00 
     20   2994   2980    0.00     1     1     1    13     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          86   0.00 
     21   3047   3041    0.00     5     1     1   117     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          53   0.00 
     22   3069   3074    0.00     1     1     1    12     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          11   0.00 
     23   3230   3240    0.00     1     1     1    22     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          19   0.00 
     24   3395   3408    0.00     1     1     1    21     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          20   0.00 
     25   3423   3409    0.00     1     1     1     9     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          14   0.00 





          52   0.00 
     27   3528   3519    0.00     1     1     1    16     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         106   0.00 
     28   3620   3776    0.00     5     1     1    33     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          19   0.00 
     29   3630   3624    0.00     1     1     1    34     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          51   0.00 
     30   3633   3580    0.00     5     1     1    22     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         120   0.00 
     31   3690   3863    0.00     5     1     1    36     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         126   0.00 
     32   3691   3685    0.00     5     1     1    18     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          95   0.00 
     33   3691   3685    0.00     1     1     1     8     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          89   0.00 
     34   3691   3685    0.00     1     1     1     8     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          89   0.00 
     35   3691   3685    0.00     5     1     1    24     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          99   0.00 
     36   3832   3837    0.00     5     1     1   106     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         123   0.00 
     37   3848   3861    0.00     5     1     1    41     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         106   0.00 
     38   3862   3830    0.00     5     1     1     9     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         126   0.00 
     39   3867   3879    0.00     1     1     1    23     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         103   0.00 
     40   3913   3925    0.00     1     1     1    22     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         104   0.00 
     41   3987   3970    0.00     1     1     1     9     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         123   0.00 
     42   4002   3999    0.00     5     1     1    84     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         122   0.00 





         123   0.00 
     44   4185   4183    0.00     5     1     1    26     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         106   0.00 
     45   4185   4183    0.00     5     1     1    11     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          43   0.00 
     46   4210   4218    0.00     1     1     1    29     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         138   0.00 
     47   4237   4230    0.00     5     1     1    28     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
         106   0.00 
     48   4237   4230    0.00     5     1     1    98     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          50   0.00 
     49   4275   4280    0.00     1     1     1    28     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          26   0.00 
     50   4275   4280    0.00     1     1     1    31     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          26   0.00 
     51   4315   4328    0.00     5     1     1    26     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          26   0.00 
     52   4322   4314    0.00     5     1     1     6     1     0  0.0000  
0.0000 
          38   0.00 
path.dat 
   1998   6000   2061   2195   2236   2274   2348   2360   2375   2376   2382   
 
  6000   2061   2195   2236   2274   2348   2360   2375   2376   2382 
2 
8   
698   2741   2752   2769   2903   2961   3034   3058   3075   3157   
 
 
419   4449   4466   4473   4524   4635   4781   4892   4968   5068   
 
  6000   2061   2195   2236   2274   2348   2360   2375   2414   2538   
 
 
072   4106   4132   4179   4211   4220   4231   4277   4281   4304   
 
  6000   2061   2195   2196   2228 
8   
752   2769   2903   2961   3034   3058   3075   3157   3196   3241   
2389   2406   2409   2414   2538   2578   2698   2741   2752   2769   2903  
2904   2936 
   1998 
   1998   6000   2061   2195   2236   2274   2348   2360   2375   2376   238
   1998   6000   2061   2195   2236   2274   2348   2360   2375   2414   253
2578   2
3196   3241   3353   3408   3418   3801   3828   3976   4022   4072   4106  
4132   4179   4211   4220   4231   4277   4281   4304   4329   4369   4401  
4413   4
5114   5137   5169   5223   5321   5454   5502   5594   5614   5646   5665  
5712   5781   5862 
   1998 
2578   2698   2741   2752   2769   2903   2961   3034   3058   3075   3157  
3196   3241   3353   3361   3375   3395   3408   3418   3801   3828   3976  
4022   4
4329   4369   4401   4413   4414   4429   4438   4441   4442   4873   4884  
5490 
   1998 
 112
   2243   2234   2236   2274   2348   2360   2375   2376   2382 
   2243   2234   2236   2274   2348   2360   2375   2414   2538   2578   269
2741   2
 
 
3353   3361   3375   3395   3408   3418   3801   3828   3976   4022   4072   
  2272   2274   2348   2360   2375   2414   2538   2578   2698   2741   
  2374   2373   2316   2302   2281   2263   2198   6004   6001   2002 
   2538   2578   2698   2741   2752   2769   2903   2961   
 
022   4072   4074   4080 
   2698   2741   2752   2769   2903   2904   2936 
8   
157   3196   3241   3353   3408   3418   3801   3828   3976   4022   
4179   4211   4220   4231   4277   4281   4304   4329   
 
068   5114   5137   5169   5223   5321   5454   5502   5594   5614   
5781   5862 
6   
353   3361   3375   3395   3396   3420 
   2903   2961   3034   3058   3075   3157   3196   3241   
 
191 
   3034   3058   3075   3157   3196   3241   3353   3408   
 
277   4281 
   3034   3058   3075   3157   3196   3241   3353   3408   
 
053   4048   4028   3992   3990   3961   3943   3940   3942   3878   
3786   3535   3391   3384   3359   3335   3301   3201   





77   4281   4304   4299   4303 
 4132   4179   
4106   4132   4179   4181   4191 
   2256 
2743   2746 
   2261   2266   2263   2198   6004   6001   2002 
   2377 
   2406   2409   2414
3034   3058   3075   3157   3196   3241   3353   3408   3418   3801   3828  
3976   4
   2570   2576   2578
   2570   2576   2578   2698   2741   2752   2769   2903   2961   3034   305
3075   3
4072   4106   4132   
4369   4401   4413   4419   4449   4466   4473   4524   4635   4781   4892  
4968   5
5646   5665   5712   
   2753   2750   2752   2769   2903   2961   3034   3058   3075   3157   319
3241   3
   2764   2768   2769
3353   3408   3418   3801   3828   3976   4022   4072   4106   4132   4179  
4181   4
   2956   2960   2961
3418   3801   3828   3976   4022   4072   4106   4132   4179   4211   4220  
4231   4
   2956   2960   2961
3418   3801   3828   3976   4022   4072   4106   4108   4107   4101   4069  
4067   4
3888   3874   3827   
2177   6002   2061   2195   2236   2274   2348   2360   2375   2414   2538   
2578   2698   2741   2752   2769   2903   2961   3034   3037   3044 
   2994   2980   2977   2888   2870   2791   2624   2580   2427   2369   2270 
2268   2235 
   3047   3041   3038   3036   2981   2928   2772   2767   2760   2736   2697  
2577   2537   2413   2373   2316   2302   2281   2263   2198   6004   6003   
2178   2185   2271   2367   2430   2571   2588   2626   2798   2869   2889   
2975   2995   3039   3193   3232   3290   3721   3789   4248   4334   4501   
4503   4522   4532   4606   4623   4752   4754   4593   4595   4596   4597   
4598   4613   4650   4649   4748   4831   4829   4824   4823   4828   4830   
4858   4865   4867   4872   4871   4448   4447   4439   4437   4426   4425   
4416   4415   4403   4373   4330   4309   4306   4283   4276   4229   4219   
4182   4158   4119   4065   3948   3835   3803   3717   3454   3324   3312   
3243   3197   3158   3079   3057   3036   2981   2928   2772   2767   2760   
2736   2697   2577   2537   2413   2410   2386 
   3069   3074   3075   3157   3196   3241   3353   3361   3375   3395   3396 
3420 
   3230   3240   3241   3353   3408   3418   3801   3828   3976   4022   4072 
4106   4132   4179   4211   4220   4231   42
   3395   3408   3418   3801   3828   3976   4022   4072   4106  
4211   4220   4231   4277   4281   4304   4329   4369   4371   4386 




   3477   3454   3324   3312   3243   3197   3158   3079   3057   3036   2981 
2928   2772   2767   2760   2736  
  
 2697   2577   2575   2572 
 4021   4017   3673 
 3566   3615   3619   3741   
  
 3948   3835   3803   3717   3454   3324   
71   
  
  
 3888   3874   3827   3786   3777   3704   
5   3883   3885   3886   3932   
5   3684   3780   3791   3820   3819   3845 
   3528   3519   3521   3562   3555   3572   3573   3570   3541   3554   3683   
3775   3989  
   3620   3776   3774   3706   3576   3571   3523  
3838   3980   4049   4046   4047   4055   4070   4071   4102   4109   4117   
4127   4132   4179   4211   4220   4231   4277   4281   4304   4299   4303 
   3630   3624   3619   3741   3838   3980   4049   4046   4047   4055   4070 
4071   4102   4122   4119   4065  
3312   3243   3197   3158   3079   3057   3036   2981   2928   2772   27
2765 
   3633   3580   3571   3523   3566   3615   3619   3741   3838   3980   4049 
4046   4047   4048   4028   3992   3990   3961   3943   3947   3951   3959 
   3690   3863   3872   3994   3774   3706   3576   3571   3523   3566   3615 
3619   3741   3838   3980   4049   4046   4047   4048   4028   3992   3990   
3961   3943   3940   3942   3878  
3703   3702   3707 
   3691   3685   3684   3780   3791   3820   386
3926   3936   3941   3983   3984   3981   3931 
   3691   3685   3684   3780   3791   3820   3819   3845 





Demand.dat (O-D Matrix) 
 
The following is the O-D matrix.  The first record 0.0  90.0 shows that the O-D matrix 
starts at minute 0.0 until just before minute 90.0. The second records (typed in bold) describe the 
0 0 0
0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 2.0 0 1.8 0.9 1.5 2.3 2.3 1.7 2.8 41.6 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.0 0 1.1 3.9
 0 4.9 9.6 0 9.0 13.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 1.6 1.6 4.2 1.6 4.2 5.1 6.4 2.5 8.5
 36 0 
0 0 427 239 158 122 64 0 46 17 98 0
 14 17 19 10 26 46 21 22 27 16 0 2
 2 25 1 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 1.1 0 1.0 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.3 0.9 1.5 11.2 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 0 0.6 2.1
 0 2.7 5.2 0 4.9 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0.9 0.9 2.3 0.9 2.3 2.8 3.5 1.4 4.6
 0 0 
0 0 0 210 139 107 57 0 40 15 86 0
 12 15 17 9 23 41 18 20 24 14 0 2
 1 22 1 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
demand data for zone 1. It shows that 613 trips originates from zone 1 and destined to zone 2, 
782 trips from zone 1 and destined to zone 3, and so on.  
    
 0.0   90.0   
0 613 782 438 290 223 118 0 84 32 180 0
 26 32 35 19 47 85 38 41 50 29 0 4
 3 46 2 631 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0.9 0 0.9 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.1 0.8 1.3 9.9 0 0
 0 2.3 4.6 0 4.3 6.3 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.0 2.4 3.1 1.2 4.1
 0 0 
0 0 260 200 106 0 76 29 162 0
 31 17 42 76 34 37 45 26 0 4
 
5
 23 58 104 47 51 61 36 0 5
 
8
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.9 0 0.5 1.9
 0 0 0 0.8 0.8 2.0 0.8 
0 0 
23 29 
3 41 2 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 1.8 0 1.6 0.8 1.3 2.1 2.1 1.5 2.5 18.5 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.4 0 1.0 3.
 0 4.4 8.6 0 8.0 11.9 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 1.4 1.4 3.8 1.4 3.8 4.6 5.8 2.3 7.6
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 274 145 0 103 39 221 0
 31 39 42
3 56 2 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 2.4 0 2.3 1.1 1.8 2.9 2.9 2.1 3.4 25.3 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.4 0 1.3 4.
 0 6.0 11.8 0 11.0 16.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 2.0 2.0 5.2 2.0 5.2 6.3 7.9 3.1 10.4
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 99 0 71 27 152 0
 22 27 29 16 40 71 32 35 42 25 0 3
 2 38 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 1.7 0 1.5 0.8 1.3 2.0 2.0 1.5 2.3 17.3 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.1 0 0.9 3.
 0 4.1 8.1 0 7.6 11.1 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 1.3 1.3 3.6 1.3 3.6 4.3 5.4 2.1 7.1
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 63 24 135 0
 19 24 26
3




2 34 1 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 1.5 0 1.4 0.7 1.1 1.8 1.8 1.3 2.1 15.4 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.5 0 0.8 2.
 0 3.6 7.2 0 6.7 9.9 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 1.2 1.2 3.2 1.2 3.2 3.8 4.8 1.9 6.4
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 9 51 0
 7 9 10 5 13 24 11 12 14 8 0 1
 1 13 1 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0.6 0 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.8 5.8 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.7 0 0.3 1.
 0 1.4 2.7 0 2.5 3.7 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0.4 0.4 1.2 0.4 1.2 1.4 1.8 0.7 2.4
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 95 0
 13 17 18 10 25 45 20 22 26 16 0 2
 1 24 1 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




 1.0 0 1.0 0.5 0.8 1.2 1.2 0.9 1.5 10.9 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.2 0 0.6 2.
 0 2.6 5.1 0 4.7 7.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0.8 0.8 2.2 0.8 2.2 2.7 3.4 1.3 4.
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 68 0
 10 12 13 7 18 32 15 16 19 11 0 1
 1 17 1 
1
5








42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0.7 0 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.7 1.0 7.8 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.3 0 0.4 1.
 0 1.8 3.6 0 3.4 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0.6 0.6 1.6 0.6 1.6 1.9 2.4 1.0 3.
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 43 55 59 32 80 144 65 70 85 50 0 7
 5 78 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 3.4 0 3.1 1.6 2.5 4.0 4.0 2.9 4.7 35.0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10.3 0 1.9 6.
 0 8.3 16.3 0 15.3 22.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 2.7 2.7 7.2 2.7 7.2 8.7 10.9 4.3 14
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 21 27 29 16 39 71 32 34 41 25 0 3
 2 38 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 1.6 0 1.5 0.8 1.2 2.0 2.0 1.4 2.3 17.2 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 0 0.9 3.




 0 0 0 1.3 1.3 3.5 1.3 3.5 4.3 5.4 2.1 7.
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 11 12 6 16 29 13 14 17 10 0 1
 1 16 1 
1




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0.7 0 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.9 7.0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.1 0 0.4 1.
 0 1.7 3.3 0 3.1 4.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 1.4 0.5 1.4 1.7 2.2 0.9 2.
 0 0 
 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0









    * @return a formatted string 
    */ 
   public static String centerAlign(int width, int decimalPlaces, double number) 
package i4; 
/* 
This package is used to convert GIS database data to input files of DYNASMART-P 
Written by: Yueliang Zuo 
Date: Spring 2002 
*/ 




//    Public Methods: 
//          static String centerAlign   ( int, int, double  ) 
//          static String centerAlign   ( int, long         ) 
//          static String centerAlign   ( int, String       ) 
// 
//          static String leftAlign     ( int, int, double  ) 
//          static String leftAlign     ( int, long         ) 
//          static String leftAlign     ( int, String       ) 
// 
//          static String rightAlign    ( int, int, double  ) 
//          static String rightAlign    ( int, long         ) 




   /** 
    * Formats a real number using the center alignment. 
    * The passed <code>number</code> is converted to a <code>String</code> 
    * with <code>width</code> characters. The number is placed at the center, 
    * and the second parameter <code>decimalPlaces</code> determines the 
    * number of decimal places to be shown. If the converted number has 
    * more characters than the designated <code>width</code>, then 
    * the converted number is returned without any formatting. 
    * 
    * @param width          number of characters the resulting string will contain 
    * @param decimalPlaces  the number of decimal places within the designated 
    *                       field width 
    * @param number         the value to be formatted 
    * 
 
 
   { 
      double num = number * Math.pow(10,decimalPlaces); 
     
     ,decimalPlaces); 
      String str = convert(num,decimalPlaces); 
gth()) { 
     return str; 
    } 
idth-str.length()+1)/2) + 
. 
ed to a <code>String</code> 
* with <code>width</code> characters. The number is placed at the center. 
n the designated <code>width</code>, then 
formatting. 
* @param width    the number of characters the resulting string will contain 
ed 
  * 
return a formatted string 
 
-str.length())/2); 
 num = Math.round(num); 
 num = num / Math.pow(10
 
      if (width < str.len
    
  
      else { 
         return pad(' ',(w
                    str + pad(' ',(width-str.length())/2); 
      } 
   } 
 
   /** 
    * Formats an integer using the center alignment
    * The passed <code>number</code> is convert
    
    * If the converted number has more characters tha
    * the converted number is returned without any 
    * 
    
    * @param number   the integer value to be formatt
  
    * @
    */ 
   public static String centerAlign(int width, long number) 
   { 
      String str = convert(number); 
 
      if (width < str.length()) { 
         return str; 
      }
      else { 
         return pad(' ',(width-str.length()+1)/2) + 
                    str + pad(' ',(width
      } 
   } 
 
   /** 




    * The passed <code>str</code> is converted to a new <code>String</code> 
>str</code> is placed 
ing. 
haracters than the designated 
  * the original <code>str</code> is returned without any formatting. 
th  the number of characters the resulting string will contain 
param str    the <code>String</code> value to be formatted 
ic static String centerAlign(int width, String str) 
    if (width < str.length()) { 
eturn str; 
ormats a real number using the left alignment. 
/code> is converted to a <code>String</code> 
ith <code>width</code> characters. The number is placed at the left, 
> determines the 
number of decimal places to be shown. If the converted number has 
nated <code>width</code>, then 
  * the converted number is returned without any formatting. 
th          number of characters the resulting string will contain 
param decimalPlaces  the number of decimal places within the designated 
            field width 
atted 
return a formatted string 
 
 public static String leftAlign(int width, int decimalPlaces, double number) 
    * with <code>width</code> characters. The string <code
    * at the center of the new str
    * If the original <code>str</code> has more c
<code>width</code>, then 
  
    * 
    * @param wid
    * @
    * 
    * @return a formatted string 
    */ 
   publ
   { 
  
         r
      } 
      else { 
         return pad(' ',(width-str.length()+1)/2) + 
                    str + pad(' ',(width-str.length())/2); 
      } 
   } 
 
   /** 
    * F
    * The passed <code>number<
    * w
    * and the second parameter <code>decimalPlaces</code
    * 
    * more characters than the desig
  
    * 
    * @param wid
    * @
    *           
    * @param number         the value to be form
    * 
    * @
    */
  
   { 




      num = Math.round(num); 
      num = num / Math.pow(10,decimalPlaces); 




Formats an integer using the left alignment. 
r</code> is converted to a <code>String</code> 
width</code> characters. The number is placed at the left. 
 the converted number has more characters than the designated <code>width</code>, then 
nverted number is returned without any formatting. 
e resulting string will contain 
param number   the integer value to be formatted 




      if (width < str.length()) {
         return str; 
      }
      else { 
         return str + pad(' ', width-str.length()); 
      }
   } 
 
   /** 
    * 
    * The passed <code>numbe
    * with <code>
    * If
    * the co
    * 
    * @param width    the number of characters th
    * @
    * 
  
    */ 
   public static String leftAlign(int width, long numbe
   { 
      String str = convert(number); 
 
      if (width < str.length()) { 
         return str; 
      } 
      e
         return str + pad(' ',width-str.length()); 
      } 
   } 
 
   
ent. 
he passed <code>str</code> is converted to a new <code>String</code> 
ced 
at the left of the new string. 
 /**
    * Formats a <code>String</code> using the left alignm
    * T
    * with <code>width</code> characters. The string <code>str</code> is pla




    * If the original <code>str</code> has more characters than the designated 
 without any formatting. 
  * 
er of characters the resulting string will contain 
   the <code>String</code> value to be formatted 
rn a formatted string 
ic static String leftAlign(int width, String str) 
    if (width < str.length()) { 
eturn str; 
he passed <code>number</code> is converted to a <code>String</code> 
haracters. The number is placed at the right, 
nd the second parameter <code>decimalPlaces</code> determines the 
rted number has 
more characters than the designated <code>width</code>, then 
ed without any formatting. 
  * 
ber of characters the resulting string will contain 
imalPlaces  the number of decimal places within the designated 
                   field width 
m number         the value to be formatted 
return a formatted string 
 




    * the original <code>str</code> is returned
  
    * @param width  the numb
    * @param str 
    * 
    * @retu
    */ 
   publ
   { 
  
         r
      } 
      else { 
         return str + pad(' ',width-str.length()); 
      } 
   } 
 
   /** 
    * Formats a real number using the right alignment. 
    * T
    * with <code>width</code> c
    * a
    * number of decimal places to be shown. If the conve
    * 
    * the converted number is return
  
    * @param width          num
    * @param dec
    *    
    * @para
    * 
    * @
    */
  
   { 
      double num = number * Math.pow(10,decimalPlaces); 
      num = Math.round(num); 
      num = num / Math.pow(10,decimalPlaces); 




      if (width < str.length()) { 
         return str; 
      } 
      else { 
         return pad(' ', width-str.length()) + str; 
      } 
   } 
 
  
The passed <code>number</code> is converted to a <code>String</code> 
 characters. The number is placed at the right. 
rted number has more characters than the designated <code>width</code>, then 
e converted number is returned without any formatting. 
rs the resulting string will contain 
param number   the integer value to be formatted 
  * @return a formatted string 
lse { 
 /** 
    * Formats an integer using the right alignment. 
    * 
    * with <code>width</code>
    * If the conve
    * th
    * 
    * @param width    the number of characte
    * @
    * 
  
    */ 
   public static String rightAlign(int width, long number) 
   { 
      String str = convert(number); 
 
      if (width <= str.length()) { 
         return str; 
      } 
      e
         return pad(' ',width-str.length()) + str; 
      } 
   } 
 
   
de> using the right alignment. 
he passed <code>str</code> is converted to a new <code>String</code> 
ed 
at the right of the new string. 
an the designated 
ithout any formatting. 
  * @param width  the number of characters the resulting string will contain 
 /**
    * Formats a <code>String</co
    * T
    * with <code>width</code> characters. The string <code>str</code> is plac
    * 
    * If the original <code>str</code> has more characters th
<code>width</code>, then 
    * the original <code>str</code> is returned w





    * @param str    the <code>String</code> value to be formatted 
return a formatted string 
ring str) 
f (width < str.length()) { 
       return str; 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
    static String convert   ( double, int   ) 
ng          ) 
--------------------- 
eal number to a string. The converted value is rounded and 
s the number of decimal places as specified by the second parameter. 
lue is padded with 0s at the end as necessary. 
param number         a real number to be converted 
@param decimalPlaces  a number of decimal places the converted will have 
  * 
return a string equivalent of <code>number</code> 
numOfDigitsToAppend; 
    * 
    * @
    */ 
   public static String rightAlign(int width, St
   { 
      i
  
      } 
      else { 
         return pad(' ',width-str.length()) + str; 
      } 
   } 
 
//-----
//    Private Methods: 
// 
//      
//          static String convert   ( lo
// 




   /** 
    * Converts a r
    * ha
    * The va
    * 
    * @
    * 
  
    * @
    */ 
   private static String convert(double number, int decimalPlaces) 
   { 
      int i = 0, fractionalPart, strlen, 
      StringBuffer str = new StringBuffer("" + number); 
      strlen = str.length(); 
 
  note: number may not have a decimal point     //




            i++; 
      } 
 
  (i == strlen) { 
  str.append("."); 
= decimalPlaces; 
e { 
s right of decimal pt 
    if 
         //no decimal point, so add it 
       
         numOfDigitsToAppend 
      } 
      els
 
         fractionalPart = strlen - i-1; //# of digit
 
    //now pad zeroes if necessary 
       numOfDigitsToAppend = decimalPlaces - fractionalPart; 
     
  
      } 
 
    for (i = 0; i < numOfDigitsToAppend; i++) { 
 
  
         str.append("0"); 
      } 
 
      return str.toString(); 
   }
 
   /** 
nverts an integer value to a string. 
return a string equivalent of <code>number</code> 
    * Co
    * 
    * @param number an integer value to be converted 
    * 
    * @
    */ 
   private static String convert(long number) 
   { 
      return "" + number; 
   } 
 




  * 
the resulting string will contain 
 /**
    * Creates a string with <code>width</code> number of ch
    * If the designated <code>width</code> is less than 
    * an empty string is re
  
    * @param c 




    * 
    * @return a string padded with <code>c</code> 
  */ 
 pad(char c, int width) 
new StringBuffer(""); 
eturn ""; 
    else { 
          str.append(c); 
 } 
  
   private static String
   { 
      StringBuffer str = 
      if (width < 1) { 
         r
      } 
  
         for (int i = 0; i < width; i++) { 
  
         } 
         return str.toString(); 











dor network data from GIS database and convert them to 






public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException{ 
File f1=new File("C:\\Documents and Settings\\yzuo\\My Documents\\Net.txt"); 
FileInputStream fo=new FileInputStream(f1); 
InputStreamReader p=new InputStreamReader(fo); 
BufferedReader buf=new BufferedReader(p); 
String s=buf.readLine(); 
    String s1=""; 
    String s2=""; 
    String s3=""; 
    String s4=""; 
    String s5=""; 
    String s6=""; 
    String s7=""; 
    String s8=""; 
    String s9=""; 
    String s10=""; 
    String s11=""; 
    String s12=""; 
    String s13=""; 


























StringTokenizer stk=new StringTokenizer(s); 
ens()) 
    s2=stk.nextToken(); 
  s4=stk.nextToken(); 













      s1=stk.nextToken(); 
  
      s3=stk.nextToken(); 
    
  
      s
      s7=stk.nextToken(); 
      s8=stk.nextToken(); 
      s9=stk.nextToken(); 
      s10=stk.nextToken
      s11=stk.nextToken(); 
      s12=stk.nextToken(); 
      s13=stk.nextToken(); 
     
  
          +Format.rightAlign(5,s3) 
          +Format.rightAlign(5,s4) 
          +Format.rightAlign(7,s5) 
          +Format.rightAlign(3,s6) 
          +Format.rightAlign(7,s7) 
          +Format.rightAlign
          +Format.ri
          +Format.ri
          +Format.ri
          +Format.ri
























 load the JDBC/ODBC bridge." + error); 
   conn=DriverManager.getConnection(url,userID,password); 
ssful..."); 
 } 
 catch (SQLException error) 
 { 









/** This class connect the Florid






 public Connection connect() 
 { 
    
   String url = "jdbc:odbc:D
   String userID = ""; 
   String password = ""; 
   Connection conn=null; 
   try 
   { 
     Class.forName( "sun.jdbc.odb
   } 
   catch (ClassNotFoundExceptio
   { 
     System.err.println("Unable to
     System.exit(1); 
   } 
   try 
   { 
  




     System.err.prin
    
   }
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